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Dedicated to Professor Jerzy Weyman on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
Abstract. We introduce for each quiver Q and each algebraic oriented cohomology theory A, the
cohomological Hall algebra (CoHA) of Q, as the A-homology of the moduli of representations of the
preprojective algebra of Q. This generalizes the K-theoretic Hall algebra of commuting varieties
defined by Schiffmann-Vasserot [SV13]. When A is the Morava K-theory, we show evidence that
this algebra is a candidate for Lusztig’s reformulated conjecture on modular representations of
algebraic groups [Lus15].
We construct an action of the preprojective CoHA on the A-homology of Nakajima quiver vari-
eties. We compare this with the action of the Borel subalgebra of Yangian when A is the intersection
theory. We also give a shuffle algebra description of this CoHA in terms of the underlying formal
group law of A. As applications, we obtain a shuffle description of the Yangian.
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0. Introduction
Let Q be a quiver, and gQ the corresponding symmetric Kac-Moody Lie algebra. The Nakajima
quiver varieties of Q are fine moduli spaces parametrizing stable framed representations of the
preprojective algebra of Q [Nak94]. They play an important role in constructing representations of
various quantum groups associated to gQ.
When Q is a quiver without edge loops, Nakajima constructed an action of the quantum loop
algebra Uq(LgQ) on the equivariant K-theory of quiver varieties [Nak01]. He realized the Drinfeld
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generators of Uq(LgQ) as explicit convolution operators, and showed that they satisfy the required
commutation relations. Following a similar method, Varagnolo constructed an action of the Yangian
Y~(gQ) on the equivariant Borel-Moore homology of quiver varieties [Va00]. Based on the pattern,
the elliptic quantum group should act on the equivariant elliptic cohomology of quiver varieties,
which will be carried out in [YZ17] based on the techniques developed in the present paper.
The main goal of the present paper is to show that for any quiver Q and an arbitrary algebraic
oriented cohomology theory A in the sense of Levine-Morel [LM07], there is an affine quantum
group associated to gQ and A, which acts on the A-homology of quiver varieties.
There had been quite a few evidence that such an affine quantum group should exist, notably:
(1) As observed by Drinfeld, the dual of any quantum group in the sense of [Dr89, § 7] is
a quantized formal series bialgebra. Hence associate to each quantum group there is a
Lie algebra and a formal group law. However, there had been no construction the other
direction, although for the formal group laws coming from 1-dimensional algebraic groups
the corresponding affine quantum groups were known.
(2) As observed in [GKV95], there is a parallelism among three different mathematical objects:
affine quantum groups, oriented cohomology theories, and formal group laws. The corre-
spondence between the last two is well-known, and Nakajima’s construction is an evidence
of a direct link between the first two.
Yangian and quantum loop algebra have known Drinfeld-type presentations. In [Nak01, Va00],
Nakajima and Varagnolo constructed operators by which the generators of Yangian and quantum
loop algebra act on quiver varieties, and verified their relations. Consequently, the representations
of these algebras are constructed geometrically. However, the affine quantum groups associated to
other oriented cohomology theories do not have known presentations, hence counterparts of the
operators used in loc. cit. have no prescribed commutation relations, i.e., the method in loc. cit.
does not provide a construction of these algebras themselves.
The present paper gives the first construction, geometrically or algebraically, of quantum groups
in the affine setting beyond the Yangians, quantum loop algebras, and elliptic quantum groups.
These new affine quantum groups have equality interesting properties, some of which are not
available to the previously known cases:
(1) Examples when A is the connective K-theory, the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ/p, or
the algebraic cobordism can be found in § 6.
(2) In particular, Lusztig proposed the existence of a family of quantum groups depending on
a prime number p and an integer n, with conjectural properties [Lus15]. When A is the
Morava K-theory, we get such a family with evidence of satisfying the desired properties,
including a stability property prescribed by Lusztig (Proposition 6.4). A complete proof in
the case when n = 0 follows from the present paper.
We construct an algebra, called the preprojective cohomological Hall algebra (CoHA), as well
as an action of it on the A-homology of Nakajima quiver varieties associated to Q, following
an approach similar to [SV13]. The Nakajima-type raising operators are lifted as elements in this
CoHA. We also construct a suitable extension of the preprojective CoHA, which roughly speaking is
a quantization of a central extension of U(bQ[[u]]), where the quantization depends on the underlying
formal group law of A. We study in detail the test case when the formal group law is additive, and
we show in this case the quantization is the Borel subalgebra of the Yangian Y~(gQ).
To describe the multiplication of the preprojective CoHA algebraically, we also give a shuffle
formula. Historically, a shuffle description was not only used as an intrinsic way of defining quantum
groups [R98], but also provided interesting combinatorial information. For example, PBW property
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of quantum groups becomes transparent through the shuffle algebra (see, e.g., [R89]), and the dual
canonical basis has a purely algebraic description in terms of it [Lec04]. In this paper, we give
a geometric description of the shuffle algebra. The commutation relations among Nakajima-type
raising operators can be calculated using the shuffle formula.
The construction in the present paper follows similar idea as [SV13]. When Q is the Jordan
quiver, the Nakajima quiver variety is isomorphic to Hilbn(A2), the Hilbert scheme of n points
on A2. Schiffmann-Vasserot constructed an action of the elliptic Hall algebra on the equivariant
K-theory of
∐
n∈NHilb
n(A2) [SV13]. Feigin-Tsymbaliuk independently constructed an action of
the Feigin-Odesskii shuffle algebra on the equivariant K-theory of
∐
n∈NHilb
n(A2) [FT11]. A
homomorphism from the elliptic Hall algebra to the shuffle algebra is further given in [SV13],
which is compatible with their actions.
The machinery in the present paper, applied to the special case when A is the Chow group, and Q
a quiver without edge-loops, gives a new construction of the Yangian, in terms of cohomological Hall
algebra. This is an affine analogue of the classical theorem that the (extended) Ringel-Hall algebra
of Q is isomorphic to Uq(bQ) [Rin90]. Although this special case might be expected by analogy
with [SV13], no precise statement or proof had been given (see the remarks after Theorem D for the
technicality in the proof). Note that as a corollary, our construction applied to Morava K-theory
does satisfy Lusztig’s character formula for n = 0. Another application is a shuffle description of
the Yangian, which was not known previously, although a similar description for the quantum loop
algebra U+q (LgQ) has been known in various special cases (see [En00] for the case when g is of finite
type which is not G2, [SV13] when g = ĝl1, and [Ne15] when g is ŝln).
Last but not least, through the present paper we set up the framework of studying affine quan-
tum groups using cohomological Hall algebras, further applications of which are given in future
publications, summarized in § 0.5 and § 0.6.
0.1. The preprojective CoHA. Let Q = (I,H) be a quiver, with set of vertices I and arrows
H. Let Rep(Q, v) be the affine variety parametrizing representations of Q with dimension vector
v = (vi)i∈I ∈ N
I . The vector space Rep(Q, v) carries a natural action of Gv =
∏
i∈I GLvi . Let
µv : T
∗Rep(Q, v) → gl∗v be the moment map of the cotangent bundle of Rep(Q, v). The torus
T = Gm
2 acts on T ∗Rep(Q, v) with the first Gm-factor scaling Rep(Q, v) and the second one
scaling the fibers of T ∗Rep(Q, v) (see Assumption 3.1 for the conditions on this action). We set
AP(Q) :=
⊕
v∈NI
APv(Q) =
⊕
v∈NI
AT×Gv (µ
−1
v (0)).
We will use the abbreviations P and Pv if both A and Q are understood from the context. In § 4,
we define maps
mPv1,v2 : Pv1 ⊗ Pv2 → Pv1+v2 .
Theorem A (Theorem 4.1). The NI-graded abelian group P, endowed with mPv1,v2 , is an associa-
tive, NI -graded algebra over AT (pt).
This algebra will be called the preprojective cohomological Hall algebra (preprojective CoHA).
The name is motivated by the fact that the subvariety µ−1v (0) ⊂ T
∗Rep(Q, v) parameterizes the
representations of the preprojective algebra of Q. Recall that the latter is the quotient of the path
algebra of the doubled quiver Q by the relations
∑
x∈H [x, x
∗] = 0, where for any arrow x in Q the
opposite arrow in Q is denoted by x∗.
Our construction of the algebra P has two sources. One of them is the construction of a K-
theoretic Hall algebra of commuting varieties defined by Schiffmann-Vasserot in [SV13], the idea
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of which can be traced back to Grojnowski [Gr94b]. Our construction for an arbitrary quiver
and OCT essentially follows from the same techniques. Another source is the construction of
Kontsevich-Soibelman of a Hall multiplication on the critical cohomology (cohomology valued in a
vanishing cycle) of representation spaces of a quiver with potential, which arises from the study of
Donaldson-Thomas invariants (DT for short) [KoSo11]. Our preprojective CoHA can be considered
as CoHA for the 2-Calabi-Yau category of representations of the preprojective algebra.
0.2. Action on quiver varieties. Let M(v,w) be the Nakajima quiver variety with dimension
vectors v,w ∈ NI and stability condition θ+ (see § 5.1). We construct a representation of the
algebra AP(Q) on the A-homology of the Nakajima quiver varieties
AM(w) :=
⊕
v∈NI
AGw×T (M(v,w)).
Theorem B (Theorem 5.4). For any w ∈ NI , there is a homomorphism of NI -graded AT (pt)-
algebras
aprepr : AP → End
(
AM(w)
)
.
For each k ∈ I, let ek be the dimension vector valued 1 at vertex k and zero otherwise. We
define the spherical preprojective CoHA to be the subalgebra APs(Q) ⊆ AP(Q) generated by
Pek = AT×Gek (µ
−1
ek
(0)) as k varies in I.
The map aprepr, when restricted to the spherical subalgebra Ps, factors through the action of the
convolution algebra of the Steinberg variety Z = M(w) ×M0(w) M(w) on
AM(w). In AGw×Gm(Z)
there are Nakajima-type operators, which are cohomology classes on Hecke correspondences. In
Theorem 5.6, we write down explicit elements in Ps which map to the Nakajima-type operators un-
der aprepr. Hence, for a general quiver, P is a bigger symmetry onM(w) than that of [Nak01, Va00].
We expect the representations in Theorem B to produce highest weight integrable representations
of the Drinfeld double of Ps.
0.3. The shuffle description. Assume the coefficient ring of A is a Q-algebra. Let ASH be the
shuffle algebra associated to Q and the formal group law of A (see § 3). It is a modified version
of the Feigin-Odesskii shuffle algebra [FO97, FT11]. In § 3, we give the definition and a geometric
interpretation of ASH, and hence prove the following.
Theorem C (Theorem 4.3). Assume the coefficient ring of A is a Q-algebra. There is an algebra
homomorphism Θ : AP → ASH, which becomes an isomorphism after a suitable localization spelled
out in Remark 4.4.
The homomorphism Θ gives an explicit description of the Hall multiplication of P using the
shuffle formulas. In § 5.4, we construct a commutative algebra AP0, which acts on AP. We define
the extended spherical CoHA to be Ps,e := Ps ⋊ P0, which, when Q has no edge-loops, is a
quantization of central-extended U(bQ[[u]]) associated to the formal group law of A.
In [YZ16b], we define a comultiplication on Ps,e, making it a bialgebra. We also construct a
bialgebra pairing, under which the Drinfeld double of Ps,e is a quantization of central-extended
U(gQ[[u]]) again when Q has no edge-loops.
0.4. The Yangians Y~(gQ). We compare the preprojective CoHA with known quantum groups.
In order to do so, we need to twist the multiplication of P by a sign. More precisely, let P˜
be the twisted preprojective CoHA, whose underlying abelian group is the same as P, and the
multiplication mP˜v1,v2 on P˜ differs from m
P
v1,v2 by a sign coming from the Euler-Ringel form, spelled
out in § 5.6. Similar to the untwisted case, we have the spherical subalgebra P˜s ⊆ P˜. Define P˜s
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to be the quotient of P˜s|t1=t2=~/2 by the torsion part, the precise sense of which is spelled out in
Remark 4.4. Let P˜
s,e
be P˜s ⋊ P0.
Now let A be the intersection theory CH (that is, the Chow group, see [Ful84]). For any w ∈ NI ,
let M(w) =
⊕
v∈NI CHGw×T (M(v,w)). Following Nakajima [Nak01], Varagnolo constructed an
action of the Yangian Y~(gQ) on M(w) [Va00].
1
Theorem D (Theorems 7.1, 8.3). Let Q be a quiver without edge loops. Let Y ≥0~ (gQ) be the
Borel subalgebra of Y~(gQ) (see § 8 for a precise definition).
(1) There is a surjective algebra homomorphism Γ : Y ≥0~ (gQ)→
CHP˜
s,e
.
(2) When Q is of type ADE, we have an isomorphism Γ : Y ≥0~ (gQ)
∼= CHP˜
s,e
, and the following
diagram is commutative
CHP˜s,e // //
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚ Y
≥0
~ (gQ)
∼= CHP˜
s,e

End(M(w)),
where the map Y~(gQ)→ End(M(w)) is defined in [Va00].
Remark 0.1. (1) For each k ∈ I, we have CHPek = C[z
(k)]. By Theorems 5.6, the action of
(z(k))l on M(w) is given by (c1(Lk))
l, where Lk is certain tautological line bundle on the
Hecke correspondence in quiver varieties. This is the same as the action of the standard
generators x+k,l of Y
+
~ (gQ) from [Va00] when Q has no edge loops.
(2) When Q has no edge loops, we expect that it can be deduced from the recent work of [SV17]
that the action of CHP˜ on M(w) is faithful after passing to Q(~). Therefore, one has an
isomorphism Y ≥0~ (gQ)
∼= CHP˜s,e after localization.
A Hall algebra description of the positive part of the affine quantum group is a special case of
Lusztig’s construction of the composition subalgebra [Lus91]. However, a Hall algebra description
of the Yangian was not known.
Combining Theorem D with Theorem C shows that the positive part of the Yangian Y +~ (gQ)
embeds into the shuffle algebra SH. This can be considered as an affine analogue of [R98], that
U+q (gQ) is a subalgebra of the quantum shuffle algebra. Although the shuffle description for the
quantum loop algebra U+q (Lg) has been known in various special cases (see [En00] for the case when
g is of finite type which is not G2, and [Ne15] for the case when g = ŝln), the proof of Theorem D
uses an entirely different method.
The proof here pins down the quadratic relation of Nakajima operators as that in the Yangian,
which was previously unclear outside of simply-laced case (see [Va00, § 4, Remark]); this is also
the first proof of the Serre relation in the Yangian outside of simply-laced case, which we establish
using a symmetric polynomial identity proved in Appendix A, which might be interesting on its
own right.
The shuffle description of U+q (ĝ) for an affine Lie algebra ĝ, was used to provide a combinatorial
characterization of the dual canonical basis, and hence the shuffle formula became a basic calculation
tool in q-characters of the KLR algebra [Lec04, KR11]. By analogy, we expect the shuffle description
1In [Va00] the Borel-Moore homology was used instead of the intersection theory. However, note that in the
verification of Yangian action, one only uses the fact that the formal group law of this cohomology theory is the
additive group law. As we would like to stay in the algebraic setting in the present paper, we use the Chow group
instead of Borel-Morel homology. This modification is not essential.
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of the Yangian to lead to an analogue of the dual canonical basis in the Yangian. Furthermore,
according to the recent progresses [BHLW17, SVV17], it is expected that the trace of the graded
representation category of KLR algebra is isomorphic to the Yangian. Thus, the shuffle description
of Yangian should provide a calculation tool in the study of trace decategorification of KLR algebra.
0.5. K-theory and elliptic cohomology. The study of various quantum groups and their rep-
resentations in the affine setting has been a fruitful subject. The present paper contributes more
members to the family of quantum groups in the affine setting.
When A is the K-theory, it is expected in [Gr94b] that, there is an algebra isomorphism
U+q (LgQ) →
KP˜s(Q). However, the relation between the K P˜s(Q) action on equivariant K-theory
of quiver varieties and the action of Uq(LgQ) studied in [Nak01] is not clear. As the study of this
relation would involve a different set of generators of U+q (LgQ) than the one used in [Nak01], we
do not achieve this in the current paper.
Assuming A(pt) is a Q-algebra, the formal group law associated to A is isomorphic to the
additive one, in the sense of [Fr68, Ch. IV]. However, an isomorphism between two formal group
laws does not give an isomorphism between the corresponding CoHA’s. Instead, it yields that the
multiplications of the two CoHA’s are related by a factor, a precise statement of which can be found
in [YZ16b, Remark 1.4]. In other words, the algebra AP(Q) depends on the formal group law itself,
instead of the isomorphism class of the formal group law. Nevertheless, motivated by [GTL13],
it is possible that the extended spherical subalgebra AP(Q)s,e is isomorphic to a completion of
CHP(Q)s,e.
In [YZ17], we study the preprojective CoHA when A is the equivariant elliptic cohomology of
[Gr94a, GKV95]. We construct a sheafified elliptic quantum group, whose rational sections form
the operators studied in [GTL17], which in turn is the elliptic quantum group defined by Felder
and his collaborators (see e.g., [Fed94]).
Parallel to this paper, it is proved in [ZZ14] that the formal affine Hecke algebra studied in
[HMSZ14] acts on the A–homology of the Springer fibers. We expect that in type-A the formal
affine Hecke algebra in [ZZ14] and P studied in the current paper are related by a Schur-Weyl
duality. In [ZZ15], it is proved that the elliptic affine Hecke algebra acts on the equivariant elliptic
cohomology of the Springer fibers.
0.6. Preprojective CoHA and critical CoHA. Associated to the category of representations of
a quiver with potential, there is a critical CoHA defined by Kontsevich-Soibelman, in the framework
of Donaldson-Thomas theory. For the class of quivers with potential studied by Ginzburg in [Gin06],
we construct an isomorphism of the corresponding preprojective CoHA and the critical CoHA in
[YZ16a]. In loc. cit. we use Theorem D to show the existence of an algebra homomorphism
Y +~ (gQ) → H˜ |t1=t2=~/2, where H˜ is a version of the critical CoHA of [KoSo11], twist by a sign
coming from the Euler-Ringel form.
After an earlier version of this paper appeared on arXiv, in the course of studying the semi-
canonical bases and an analogue of the Kac polynomial, a similar notion of CoHA for preprojective
algebra was introduced in [RS15], although the results in the present paper were not included in
loc. cit. except for Theorem A in the case when A is the Borel-Moore homology.
Shortly after an earlier version of the current paper, which contains Theorems D for the Dynkin
case and [YZ16a, Theorem A], appeared on arXiv, a conjecture about a relation between Yangian
and critical CoHA for more general cases was independently proposed by Davison [Da15].
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Summary. For the convenience of the readers, we summarize the various algebras as follows.
CHPs,e
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
 _

CHP

⊂ CHPe

// EndM(w)
SH ⊂ SHe // SHe|t1=t2= ~2
Y ≥0~_?
oo
OO
Here the multiplications of the Hall algebras and shuffle algebras are understood as twisted by a
sign specified in § 5.6.
1. Algebraic oriented cohomology theory
In this section we collect basic notions about equivariant oriented Borel-Moore homology theory.
1.1. Equivariant oriented cohomology theories. Fix a base field k. For any reductive algebraic
group G, let SchGk be the category of schemes over k of finite type with a G-action. We will
consider equivariant Borel-Moore homology theory in the sense of [CZZ15, § 2] and [ZZ14, § 5.1].
In particular, it is the following data:
(1) For any object X in SchGk , AG(X) is a module over the commutative ring AG(pt).
(2) (Proper pushforward) For f : Y → X a proper morphism in SchGk , there is a homomorphism
f∗ : AG(Y )→ AG(X).
(3) (Smooth pullback) For a smooth morphism f : Y → X in SchGk , there is a homomorphism
f∗ : AG(X)→ AG(Y ).
(4) (Refined Gysin pullback) For any local complete intersection morphism f : Y → X, and
an arbitrary morphism Z → X, let g : Z ×X Y → Z be the base change. Then, there is a
refined pullback map f ♯g : AG(Z) → AG(Z ×X Y ). We will also write f
♯ if g is understood
from the context. It specializes to the smooth pullback f∗ when f is smooth and Z → X
is the identity morphism on X.
(5) (1st Chern class operators) For each line bundle L → X, X ∈ SchGk , there is a graded
homomorphism c˜1(L) : AG(X)→ AG(X).
These all satisfy a number of compatibilities, detailed in [LM07, § 2.1, § 2.2]. When restricting A
to the category of smooth G-varieties, it factors through the category of commutative rings with
unit. As we will need the compatibility of push-forward and the refined Gysin pull-backs, we collect
some basic facts in § 1.2.
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When G is trivial, AG is an oriented Borel-Moore homology theory in the sense of [LM07]. Hence,
there is a formal group law (R,F ) associated to it, where R = A(pt) and F (u, v) ∈ R[[u, v]]. We
use the short-hand notations u +F v := F (u, v). Denote −F v to be the inverse of v of the formal
group law, in other words, F (v,−F v) = 0.
Equivariant OCT’s of primary interests to us are in the following example.
Example 1.1. (1) In [HM13] it has been explained how any non-equivariant Borel-Moore ho-
mology theory A extends to an equivariant theory, following an idea due to Totaro in
[T99]. More precisely, for any reductive group G, the classifying space of G is a system
EG := {EGN}N∈N, where each EGN is a Zariski open subset in a representation of G
on which G-acts freely, and satisfies the condition of a good system spelled out in [HM13,
Definition 10]. For simplicity, we call BG := {EGN/G}N∈N the classifying space of G, and
we define AG(X) to be limN A(X ×G EGN ).
(2) Note that in the construction of [HM13], there is no stabilization in each homological degree
in the system {A(X ×G EGN )}N for a general A. However, it is proved in [T99], that
when A is CH, for each fixed homological degree i the system {CHi(X ×G EGN )}N does
stabilize. See also [EG98]. Therefore, in this case, we will take CHG(X) to be the direct sum⊕
i limN CH
i(X ×G EGN ). In particular, for us CHGm(pt) = Q[z] while limN CH(pt ×Gm
(EGm)N ) = Q[[z]].
(3) More generally, for any 1-dimensional algebraic group G over a commutative Q-algebra R,
together with a local uniformizer l, the expansion of the group structure of G under l gives
rise to a formal group law. There is an OCT A associated to this data constructed in [LM07,
§ 4.1]. For A of this type, and for any compact Lie group G, Lurie [Lur09, Theorem 3.2]
constructed an equivariant OCT AG for G-finite CW-complexes. In particular, AG(pt) is
the coordinate ring of GrankG/W , where W is the Weyl group of G. We expect similar
equivariant OCT exists in the algebraic setting, i.e., for a reductive group G acting on an
algebraic variety X. This is known to be true when G is the additive group (see (2) above)
and the multiplicative group (see (4) below).
(4) When A is the K-theory with Q-coefficients, we will use the equivariant K-theory of [T93].
Hence, KGm(pt) = Q[z
±].
Let V → X be a vector bundle ofX with Chern roots λ1, . . . , λn. It is known that the cohomology
of Grassmannian is generated by the Chern classes of the tautological vector bundle. In other
words, let v1, · · · , vr be the Chern roots of the rank-r tautological bundle R(r) on Grass(r, V ). For
any pair (p, q) of positive integers, let Sh(p, q) be the subset of Sp+q consisting of (p, q)-shuffles
(permutations of {1, · · · , n} that preserve the relative order of {1, · · · , p} and {p+ 1, · · · , p + q}).
Proposition 1.2. Let V → X be a rank n vector bundle and let p : Grass(r, V ) → X be the
associated Grassmannian bundle. For any the oriented cohomology theory A with formal group law
(R,F ) where Q ⊆ R, let f(v1, . . . , vr) ∈ A(Grass(r, V )). Then,
pA∗ (f(v1, . . . , vr)) =
∑
{σ∈Sh(r,n−r)}
σ
f(λ1, . . . , λr)∏
1≤j≤r,r+1≤i≤n(λi −F λj)
,
where λ1 . . . λn are Chern roots of V in A.
Let I be a finite set and v = (vi)i∈I ∈ N
I be a vector with entries non-negative integers. Let Gv be∏
i∈I GLvi , and let T be the maximal torus of Gv. The Weyl group Sv :=
∏
i∈I Svi acts on AT (pt)
by permutation. When AG is as in Example 1.1(2), AG(pt) is the coordinate ring of (
∏
i∈I G
vi)/Sv .
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When AG is as in Example 1.1(1), AG(pt) ∼= A(pt)[[λ
i
j ]]
Sv
i∈I,j=1,...,vi
. For any dimension vector v ∈ NI ,
with v = v1 + v2, we denote Sh(v1, v2) ⊂ Sv to be the product
∏
i∈I Sh(v
i
1, v
i
2).
1.2. Lagrangian correspondence formalism. Now we recall the Lagrangian correspondence
formalism following the exposition in [SV13].
Let X be a smooth quasi-projective variety endowed with an action of a reductive algebraic
group G. The cotangent bundle T ∗X is a symplectic variety. The induced action of G on T ∗X
is Hamiltonian. Let µ : T ∗X → (LieG)∗ be the moment map. Following [SV13], we denote
µ−1(0) ⊆ T ∗X by T ∗GX.
Let P ⊂ G be a parabolic subgroup and L ⊂ P be a Levi subgroup. Let Y be a smooth quasi-
projective variety equipped an action of L, and X ′ smooth quasi-projective with a G-action. Let
V ⊆ Y ×X ′ be a smooth subvariety. Let pr1,pr2 be the two projections restricted on V
Y V
pr1oo
pr2 // X ′ .
Assume the first projection pr1 is a vector bundle, and the second projection pr2 is a closed em-
bedding.
Let X := G×P Y be the twisted product. Set W := G×P V and consider the following maps
X W
foo g // X ′
f : [(g, v)] 7→ [(g,pr1(v))], g : [(g, v)] 7→ g pr2(v),
where [(g, v)] is the pair (g, v) mod P . Note that the natural map T ∗X → G×P T
∗Y is a vector
bundle.
Lemma 1.3 ([SV13], Lemma 7.1). There is an isomorphism G ×P T
∗
LY
∼= T ∗GX such that the
following diagram commutes
G×P T
∗
LY
∼= //
 _

T ∗GX _

G×P T
∗Y 
 // T ∗X
where G×P T
∗Y →֒ T ∗X is the zero-section of the vector bundle T ∗X → G×P T
∗Y .
Let Z := T ∗W (X ×X
′) be the conormal bundle of W in X ×X ′. Let ZG ⊆ T
∗
GX × T
∗
GX
′ be the
intersection Z ∩ (T ∗GX × T
∗
GX
′). Then we have the following diagram.
G×P T
∗
LY
∼= //
 _

T ∗GX _

ZG
φoo ψ //
 _

T ∗GX
′
 _

G×P T
∗Y 
 // T ∗X Z
φoo ψ // T ∗X ′
where φ : Z → T ∗X and ψ : Z → T ∗X ′ are respectively the first and second projections of
T ∗X × T ∗X ′ restricted to Z.
Lemma 1.4. [SV13, Lemma 7.3] The morphism ψ : Z → T ∗X ′ is proper. We have ψ−1(T ∗GX
′) =
ZG and φ
−1(T ∗GX) = ZG.
Let A be an oriented Borel-Moore homology theory. Existence of refined Gysin pull-back and
Lemma 1.4 ensure the existence of the map ψ∗ ◦ φ
♯ : AG(T
∗
GX)→ AG(T
∗
GX
′).
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Lemma 1.5. The following diagram commutes
AG(T
∗
GX)
ψ
∗
◦φ♯
//

AG(T
∗
GX
′)

AG(T
∗X)
ψ∗◦φ∗
// AG(T
∗X ′)
where the vertical maps are push-forwards induced by natural embeddings.
Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 1.6(1) below. 
1.3. Base-change for Lagrangian correspondences. We collect some basic facts about com-
patibility of push-forward and Gysin pull-back in oriented Borel-Moore homology. We will apply
these facts to the setting of Lagrangian correspondences.
Recall that two morphisms f : Y → X and q : X ′ → X are said to be transversal if
TorOXk (OX′ ,OY ) = 0, for any k > 0.
Lemma 1.6 ([LM07], Theorem 6.6.6(2), and Lemma 6.6.2). Consider the following diagram in
Schk
H
g′ //
f ′′

Y ′ //
f ′
Y
f

W
g // X ′
q // X
with all squares Cartesian. Assume f is a locally complete intersection morphism.
(1) If g is proper, then f ♯f ′g∗ = g
′
∗f
♯
f ′′ .
(2) If f and q are transversal, then f ♯f ′′ = f
′♯
f ′′ .
As a consequence, we have the following.
Lemma 1.7. Consider the following commutative diagram in which every square is Cartesian.
W ′
f ′′ //
g′′

&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
Y ′
g′
✤
✤
✤
✤
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
W //
l

Y
g

Z ′
f ′ //
&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ X
′
i
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
Z
f
// X
Assume g and i are proper, f and g are transversal, and f is a locally complete intersection
morphism. Then we have the equality
f ′′∗ ◦ l
♯
g′′ = g
♯
g′ ◦ f
′
∗
as homomorphisms from A(Z ′) to A(Y ′).
Proof. By Lemma 1.6(1), we have f ′′∗ ◦g
♯
g′′ = g
♯
g′ ◦f
′
∗. By Lemma 1.6(2), g
♯
g′′ = l
♯
g′′ . We are done. 
The following is a sufficient condition for two morphisms to be transversal.
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Lemma 1.8 ([SV13], Proposition C.1). Consider the following Cartesian diagram
Y ′
f ′ //
g′

X ′
g

Y
f // X.
Assume g is proper, the map f ′ × g′ : Y ′ → X ′ × Y is a closed embedding, and assume dim(X) +
dim(Y ′) = dim(X ′) + dim(Y ). Then, g′ is proper, and f and g are transversal.
One example is given as below. Let W1 ⊂ X3 × X2, W2 ⊂ X3 × X1, and W3 ⊂ X2 × X1 be
subvarieties. We assume W2 =W1 ×X2 W3. We consider the Lagrangian subvarieties
Z1 = T
∗
W1(X3 ×X2), Z2 = T
∗
W2(X3 ×X1), Z3 = T
∗
W3(X2 ×X1).
Assume the intersection (W1×X1)∩(X3×W2) is transversal in X3×X2×X1. Thus, by [CG10, The-
orem 2.7.26] we have an isomorphism Z1 ×T ∗X2 Z3
∼= Z2. In particular, the following commutative
diagram is Cartesian
Z1
φ1 // T ∗X2
Z2
OO
// Z3.
ψ3
OO
Lemma 1.9. With notations as above, we have dim(Z1) + dim(Z3) = dim(Z2) + dim(T
∗X2). In
particular, φ1 and ψ3 are transversal. The map Z2 → Z1 is proper.
Proof. The dimension counting follows from the fact that Z1, Z2, and Z3 are all Lagrangian sub-
varieties.
In Lemma 1.8, taking Y to be Z1, Y
′ to be Z2, X to be T
∗X2, and Z3 to be X
′, the properness
of Z2 → Z1 follows. 
2. The formal cohomological Hall algebras
In this section, we review in the algebraic setting the cohomological Hall algebra defined by
Kontsevich and Soibelman in [KoSo11]. The idea of studying CoHA from arbitrary oriented Borel-
Moore homology theory goes back to [KoSo11, § 3.7]. We spell out in an explicit fashion the shuffle
formula for this CoHA, with emphasis on the dependence on the formal group law.
2.1. The formal cohomological Hall algebras. Let k be an arbitrary field. Let Q be a quiver
with vertex set I and arrow set H. We assume in this paper that I and H are finite sets. For
h ∈ H, we denote by in(h) (resp. out(h)) the incoming (resp. outgoing) vertex of h. For any
dimension vector v = (vi)i∈I ∈ N
I , the representation space of Q with dimension vector v is
denoted by Rep(Q, v). That is, let V = {V i}i∈I be an I-tuple of k-vector spaces with dimension
vector dim(V i) = vi. Then,
Rep(Q, v) :=
⊕
h∈H
Homk(V
out(h), V in(h)).
The algebraic group Gv :=
∏
i∈I GL(v
i) acts on Rep(Q, v) by conjugation. For any v1, v2 ∈ N
I such
that v := v1+ v2, let V1 ⊂ V be an I-tuple of vector subspaces of V with dimension vector v1. The
parabolic subgroup of Gv that preserves V1 will be denoted by P ⊂ Gv . Let L = Gv1 ×Gv2 be the
standard Levi-subgroup in P .
Let A be an oriented Borel-Moore homology theory as in § 1 and (R,F ) be the formal group
law associated to A. We consider the NI -graded R-module HfA(Q) :=
⊕
v∈NI AGv (Rep(Q, v)) (or
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simply Hf when A and Q are understood from the context). For each pair of dimension vectors
v1, v2 ∈ N
I , we define the Hall multiplication
(1) mv1,v2 : A
∗
Gv1
(Rep(Q, v1))⊗A
∗
Gv2
(Rep(Q, v2))→ A
∗
Gv (Rep(Q, v))
as in [KoSo11]. Start with the Ku¨nneth morphism (refereed to as the external product in [LM07,
Ch 2], and [ZZ14, Proposition 5.4] in the equivariant setting)
⊗ : A∗Gv1 (Rep(Q, v1))⊗A
∗
Gv2
(Rep(Q, v2))→ A
∗
Gv1×Gv2
(Rep(Q, v1)× Rep(Q, v2)).
Define
Rep(Q)v1,v2 := {x ∈ Rep(Q, v) | x(V1) ⊂ V1} ⊂ Rep(Q, v).
We have the following correspondence of Gv-equivariant varieties:
Gv ×P
(
Rep(Q, v1)×Rep(Q, v2)
)
Gv ×P (Rep(Q)v1,v2)
η //poo Rep(Q, v1 + v2) ,
where p is the projection, and η : (g, x) 7→ gxg−1 is the action by conjugation. Consider the
following 3 morphisms:
(1) The isomorphism
A∗Gv1×Gv2
(Rep(Q, v1)× Rep(Q, v2)) ∼= AGv
(
Gv ×P
(
Rep(Q, v1)× Rep(Q, v2)
))
.
(2) The pullback p∗:
p∗ : AGv
(
Gv ×P
(
Rep(Q, v1)× Rep(Q, v2)
))
→ AGv (Gv ×P (Rep(Q)v1,v2)).
(3) The pushforward η∗:
η∗ : AGv(Gv ×P (Rep(Q)v1,v2))→ AGv (Rep(Q, v1 + v2)).
The map mv1,v2 (1) is defined as the composition of the Ku¨nneth morphism with the above 3
morphisms.
Proposition 2.1. The maps mv1,v2 for v1, v2 ∈ N
I fit together, defining an NI-graded associative
R-algebra structure on HfA(Q).
This is essentially Theorem 1 of [KoSo11], replacing the usual cohomology by oriented Borel-
Moore homology theory A.
Definition 2.2. The NI -graded A(pt)-module HfA(Q) endowed with multiplication mv1,v2 is the
formal cohomological Hall algebra (formal CoHA) associated to A and Q.
2.2. Formula of the formal Hall multiplication. Now let A be an oriented Borel-Moore ho-
mology theory, with Q ⊆ A(pt), extended to an equivariant theory by Totaro’s construction. In this
subsection, we use the pushforward formula in § 1.1 to give an explicit formula of the multiplication
mv1,v2 . The space Rep(Q, v) is contractible. Thus, we have the isomorphism
AGv(Rep(Q, v))
∼= AGv (pt)
∼= R[[λij]]
Sv
i∈I,j=1,...,vi
,
where R := A(pt), and {λij}j=1,...,vi are the Chern roots of the tautological bundle R(v
i) on
Gr(vi,∞). We now describe the multiplication map
mv1,v2 : H
f
v1 ⊗H
f
v2 →H
f
v1+v2 .
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It is convenient to write Hfv1 as R[[λ
′i
j ]]
Sv1
i∈I,j=1,...,vi1
, and Hfv2 as R[[λ
′′i
s ]]
Sv2
i∈I,s=1,...,vi2
. We view Hfv1 ⊗
Hfv2 as a subalgebra of R[[λ
i
j ]]i∈I,j=1,...,(v1+v2)i , by sending λ
′i
s to λ
i
s, and λ
′′i
t to λ
i
t+vi1
. Then, the
multiplication map mv1,v2 can be considered as a map
mv1,v2 : R[[λ
′i
j ]]
Sv1
i∈I,j=1,...,vi1
⊗R[[λ′′it ]]
Sv2
i∈I,t=1,...,vi2
→ R[[λij ]]
Sv
i∈I,j=1,...,vi
.
The following formula of mv1,v2 is essentially Theorem 2 in [KoSo11].
Proposition 2.3. For fi ∈ H
f
vi , i = 1, 2, the product mv1,v2(f1, f2), as a symmetric function in
R[[λij ]]
Sv1+v2
i∈I,j=1,...,(v1+v2)i
, is given by the following formula:
∑
σ∈Sh(v1,v2)
σ
(
f1(λ
′i
s)f2(λ
′′j
t )
∏
i,j∈I
∏vi1
s=1
∏vj2
t=1(λ
′′j
t −F λ
′i
s)
aij∏
i∈I
∏vi1
s=1
∏vi2
t=1(λ
′′i
t −F λ
′i
s)
)
,
where aij is the number of arrows from vertex i to vertex j.
Proof. Let i : Rep(Q)v1,v2 →֒ Rep(Q, v) be the embedding. The pushforward η∗ is the composition
of the following two morphisms:
i∗ : AP (Rep(Q, v)v1,v2)→ AP (Rep(Q, v))
π∗ : AP (Rep(Q, v)) ∼= AGv (Gv ×P Rep(Q, v))→ AGv (Rep(Q, v)).
The pushforward i∗ in the equivariant oriented Borel-Moore theory is given by i∗(f) = f · ev1,v2 ,
where ev1,v2 is the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle of i. The embedding i induces the
following embedding of vector bundles on BL := Grass(v1,∞)×Grass(v2,∞):
Rep(Q)v1,v2 ×(Gv1×Gv2 ) (EGv1 × EGv2) →֒ Rep(Q, v)×(Gv1×Gv2 ) (EGv1 × EGv2).
By definition, ev1,v2 is the Euler class of the quotient bundle. We identify the quotient bundle with⊕
h∈H
H omO(R(v
out(h)
1 ),R(v
in(h)
2 ))
∼=
⊕
i,j∈I
(R(vi1)
∗ ⊗R(vj2))
aij ,
where R(r) is the tautological bundle of Grass(r,∞). Thus, the equivariant Euler class is
ev1,v2 =
∏
i,j∈I
vi1∏
s=1
vj2∏
t=1
(λjt −F λ
i
s)
aij .
As a consequence, the multiplication mapmv1,v2 sends f1 ∈ H
f
v1 and f2 ∈ H
f
v2 to pr∗(f1·f2 ·ev1,v2),
where pr is the projection Grass(v1,R(v))→ Gr(v,∞). Applying Proposition 1.2 to pr, we get the
multiplication formula. 
Example 2.4. Let Q be a quiver with one single vertex and a loops. The formal cohomological
Hall algebra is Hf =
⊕
nH
f
n with H
f
n = Q[[λ1, . . . , λn]]
Sn . The Hall multiplication of f1 ∈ H
f
r and
f2 ∈ H
f
n−r becomes
m(f1, f2) =
∑
{J⊂[1...,n],|J |=r}
f1(λj)f2(λi)j∈J,i/∈J∏
j∈J,i/∈J(λi −F λj))
·
∏
j∈J,i/∈J
(λi −F λj)
a
=
∑
{σ∈Sh(r,n−r)}
σ ·
(f1(λ1, . . . , λr)f2(λr+1, . . . , λn)∏
1≤j≤r,(r+1)≤i≤n(λi −F λj)
∏
1≤j≤r,(r+1)≤i≤n
(λi −F λj)
a
)
.
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3. The generalized shuffle algebras
Let (R,F ) be any formal group law. In this section, we define the generalized formal shuffle
algebra SH associated to the formal group law (R,F ) and the quiver Q. In the shuffle algebra
considered in this section, there are two quantization parameters t1, t2. Geometrically these two
quantization parameters come from the two dimensional torus T = G2m action on the cotangent
bundle of representation space of the quiver Q.
3.1. The formal shuffle algebra. The formal shuffle algebra SH is an NI-graded R[[t1, t2]]-
algebra. As an R[[t1, t2]]-module, we have SH =
⊕
v∈NI SHv. The degree v piece is
SHv := R[[t1, t2]][[λ
i
s]]
Sv
i∈I,s=1,...,vi
.
For any v1 and v2 ∈ N
I , we consider SHv1 ⊗ SHv2 as a subalgebra of
R[[t1, t2]][[λ
i
j ]]i∈I,j=1,...,(v1+v2)i
by sending λ′is to λ
i
s, and λ
′′i
t to λ
i
t+vi1
. Set:
(2) fac1 :=
∏
i∈I
vi1∏
s=1
vi2∏
t=1
λ′is −F λ
′′i
t +F t1 +F t2
λ′′it −F λ
′i
s
.
To each arrow h ∈ H, we associate two integers, mh and mh∗ . Define
(3) fac2 :=
∏
h∈H
( vout(h)1∏
s=1
v
in(h)
2∏
t=1
(λ
′′ in(h)
t
−F λ
′ out(h)
s
+F mh · t1)
v
in(h)
1∏
s=1
v
out(h)
2∏
t=1
(λ
′′ out(h)
t
−F λ
′ in(h)
s
+F mh∗ · t2)
)
,
where m · t = t+F t+F · · · +F t is the summation of m terms, for m ∈ N. When mh = mh∗ = 1,
the formula (3) can be simplified as
fac2 =
∏
i,j∈I
vi1∏
s=1
vj2∏
t=1
(λ′′jt −F λ
′i
s +F t1)
aij (λ′′jt −F λ
′i
s +F t2)
aji ,
where aij is the number of arrows from i to j of quiver Q.
The multiplication of f1(λ
′) ∈ SHv1 and f2(λ
′′) ∈ SHv2 is defined to be
(4)
∑
σ∈Sh(v1,v2)
σ(f1 · f2 · fac1 · fac2) ∈ R[[t1, t2]][[λ
i
j ]]
Sv1+v2
i∈I,j=1,...,(v1+v2)i
.
3.2. The geometric construction of the generalized shuffle algebra. With notations as
before, let Q = (I,H) be a quiver. Let Q = Q ⊔Qop be the double of Q. That is, Q has the same
vertex set as Q and whose set of arrows is a disjoint union of the sets of arrows of Q and Qop,
the opposite quiver. To be more precise, the set of arrows of Q is H ⊔Hop. There is a bijection
H → Hop, such that, for each h ∈ H, there is a reverse arrow h∗ ∈ Hop, with out(h∗) = in(h) and
in(h∗) = out(h). We have the following isomorphisms
Rep(Q, v) ∼= Rep(Q, v) ×Rep(Qop, v) ∼= T ∗Rep(Q, v).
The algebraic group Gv acts on T
∗Rep(Q, v) by conjugation. The torus T = Gm
2 acts on
T ∗Rep(Q, v) the same way as in [Nak01, (2.7.1) and (2.7.2)]. Let a be the number of arrows
in Q from vertex i to j. We fix a numbering h1, . . . , ha of the arrows in Q. The corresponding
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reversed arrows in Qop are labelled by h∗1, · · · , h
∗
a. For hp ∈ H, and B = (Bp) ∈ Hom(V
i, V j),
B∗ = (B∗p) ∈ Hom(V
j, V i), define the T = G2m–action by
t1 · Bp := t
mhp
1 Bp, t2 · B
∗
p := t
mh∗p
2 B
∗
p .
We assume the T -action on T ∗Rep(Q, v) satisfies the following.
Assumption 3.1. For any h ∈ H, tmh1 t
mh∗
2 is a constant, i.e., does not depend on h ∈ H.
Remark 3.2. One example of T action satisfying Assumption 3.1 is the following. For any pair
of vertices i and j with arrows h1, . . . , ha from i to j, let the pairs of integers be mhp = a+ 2− 2p
and mh∗p = −a+2p. Let the T action on T
∗Rep(Q, v) to factor through Gm, i.e., via t1 = t2 = ~/2
where ~ is the weight of Gm. This choice is essential in § 7 and 8.
For any pair of dimension vectors v1, v2 ∈ N
I , we consider a map
mSv1,v2 : AGv1×T (Rep(Q, v1))⊗R[[t1,t2]] AGv2×T (Rep(Q, v2))→ AGv1+v2×T (Rep(Q, v1 + v2)),
defined as follows. Let v = v1 + v2. In the Lagrangian correspondence formalism in § 1.2, we take
Y to be Rep(Q, v1)× Rep(Q, v2), X
′ to be Rep(Q, v1 + v2), and V to be Rep(Q)v1,v2 . Recall that
Rep(Q)v1,v2 := {x ∈ Rep(Q, v) | x(V1) ⊂ V1} ⊂ Rep(Q, v).
We write G := Gv , and P ⊂ Gv, the parabolic subgroup preserving the subspace V1. Let L :=
Gv1 ×Gv2 be the Levi subgroup of P .
As in § 1.2, we have the following Lagrangian correspondence of G× T -varieties:
G×P T
∗Y 
 ι // T ∗(G×P Y ) Z
φoo ψ // Rep(Q, v1 + v2).
We now define the multiplication map mSv1,v2 . We first have the Ku¨nneth isomorphism.
⊗ : AGv1×T (Rep(Q, v1))⊗R[[t1,t2]] AGv2×T (Rep(Q, v2))
∼= AGv1×Gv2×T (Rep(Q, v1)× Rep(Q, v2)).
Consider the following sequence of morphisms:
(1) The isomorphism: AGv1×Gv2×T (Rep(Q, v1)× Rep(Q, v2))
∼= AG×T (G×P T
∗Y ).
(2) The pushforward map: ι∗ : AG×T (G×P T
∗Y )→ AG×T (T
∗(G×P Y )).
(3) Following the notations in the Lagrangian correspondence diagram, we have
AG×T (T
∗(G×P Y ))
φ∗ // AG×T (Z)
ψ∗ // AG×T (Rep(Q, v)).
Note that ψ is a proper morphism, hence the push-forward ψ∗ is well-defined.
We define map mSv1,v2 to be the composition of the Ku¨nneth isomorphism with the above sequence
of 3 morphisms.
Proposition 3.3. The multiplication maps mSv1,v2 are associative.
Proof. The proof follows the same idea as in [SV13, Proposition 7.5]. For the convenience of the
readers, we include a proof here. Fix a flag V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V , where Vi is an I-tuple subspaces of V of
dimension vector v1 + · · ·+ vi. Let P1, P12 be the parabolic subgroups P1 := {g ∈ Gv |g(V1) ⊂ V1},
and P12 := {g ∈ Gv | g(V1) ⊂ V1, g(V2) ⊂ V2}.
We first define the following varieties.
• Let X1 be the set of quadruples (F1, F2, a), where F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ V is a flag such that F1 ∼=
V1, F2 ∼= V2, and a ∈ Rep(Q, v) is an endomorphism of the vector space F1 ⊕ (F2/F1) ⊕
(V/F2).
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• Let X2 be the set of pairs (F1, a), where F1 ⊂ V , such that F1 ∼= V1 and a ∈ Rep(Q, v) is
an endomorphism of the vector space F1 ⊕ (V/F1).
• X3 = Rep(Q, v).
We then define the following correspondences. For i = 1, 2, 3, let Wi be the following
W1 = {(F1, a) | F1 ⊂ V, such that F1 ∼= V1, and a(F1) ⊂ F1, for a ∈ Rep(Q, v)}.
W2 = {(F1, F2, a) | F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ V, a ∈ Rep(Q, v), such that Fj ∼= Vj , and a(Fj) ⊂ Fj , for j = 1, 2}.
W3 = {(F1, F2, a) | F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ V, a ∈ Rep(Q, v), such that Fj ∼= Vj , for j = 1, 2, and
a ∈ End(F1 ⊕ V/F1), a preserves the subspace {0} ⊕ F2/F1}.
Let Zi be the conormal bundle of Wi. Consider the following commutative diagram with the
square being Cartesian.
T ∗X3 Z1
ψ1oo φ1 // T ∗X2
Z2
OO
ψ2
ee❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
φ2 %%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
// Z3
φ3
ψ3
OO
T ∗X1.
By Lemma 1.7 and Lemma 1.9, we have I2 = I1 ◦ I3, where
I1 = ψ1∗ ◦ φ
∗
1 : AG×T (T
∗X2)→ AG×T (T
∗X3).
I2 = ψ2∗ ◦ φ
∗
2 : AG×T (T
∗X1)→ AG×T (T
∗X3).
I3 = ψ3∗ ◦ φ
∗
3 : AG×T (T
∗X1)→ AG×T (T
∗X2).
An argument similar to [Lus91, Lemma 3.4] implies the associativity. 
Now assume A is an arbitrary oriented Borel-Moore homology theory, with Q ⊆ A(pt), extended
to an equivariant Borel-Moore homology by Totaro’s construction (see Example 1.1). For any
v ∈ NI , we identify
SHv := R[[t1, t2]][[λ
i
s]]
Sv
i∈I,s=1,...,vi
with the AT (pt)-module AGv×T (Rep(Q, v)). Such identification comes from the extended homotopy
equivalence property of A, i.e.,
AGv×T (Rep(Q, v))
∼= AT (pt)⊗A(BGv) ∼= R[[t1, t2]][[λ
i
s]]
Sv
i∈I,s=1,...,vi
.
We identify the algebraically defined formal shuffle algebra multiplication in § 3.1 with the
geometrically defined mSv1,v2 as follows.
Proposition 3.4. Assume A is an arbitrary oriented Borel-Moore homology theory, with Q ⊆
A(pt), extended to an equivariant Borel-Moore homology by Totaro’s construction. Under the iden-
tification
SHv := R[[t1, t2]][[λ
i
s]]
Sv
i∈I,s=1,...,vi
∼= AGv×T (Rep(Q, v)),
the map mSv1,v2 is equal to the multiplication map (4) of the shuffle algebra.
Proof. Let eιv1,v2 be the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle of the embedding
ι : Gv ×Gv1,v2 T
∗Y →֒ T ∗(Gv ×Gv1,v2 Y ).
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The normal bundle of ι is isomorphic to T ∗G/P as a bundle over the Grassmannian G/P . Also
T ∗G/P is in turn isomorphic to
⊕
i∈I(R(v
i
1)⊗R(v
i
2)
∗). Thus we have
eιv1,v2 =
∏
i∈I
vi1∏
s=1
vi2∏
t=1
(λ′is −F λ
′′i
t +F t1 +F t2).
Therefore, ι∗ is multiplication by e
ι
v1,v2 .
The composition Z := T ∗W (X ×X
′) → W → G/P is a vector bundle, where the second map is
the natural projection. It induces a morphism EG×G Z → EG×G (G/P ) ∼= BL. Recall that
BL ∼= Gr(v1,∞)×Gr(v2,∞) ∼= EG/P
p
−→ BG.
Note that EG ×G T
∗Rep(Q, v) is a vector bundle over BG. Let p∗T ∗Rep(Q, v) be the pull-back
vector bundle on BL via the projection p : BL → BG. The natural map ψ : EG ×G Z →
EG ×G T
∗Rep(Q, v) factors through ψ1 : EG ×G Z → p
∗T ∗Rep(Q, v) by the universality of the
pullback. We summarize these notations in the following diagram
EG×G Z
ψ
&&
u ψ1
((◗
◗◗
◗◗
))
p∗T ∗Rep(Q, v)
π

p′// EG×G T
∗Rep(Q, v)
π′
BL
p // BG = Grass(v,∞).
The pushforward ψ∗ is the composition p
′
∗ ◦ ψ1∗.
The map ψ1 : EG ×G Z →֒ p
∗T ∗Rep(Q, v) is an embedding of vector bundles on BG. The
pushforward ψ1∗ is the multiplication by the equivariant Euler class e
ψ1
v1,v2 of the normal bundle of
the embedding ψ1. The normal bundle to ψ1 can be identified with
H omQ(R(v1),R(v2))
=
⊕
h∈H
H omO
(
R(v
out(h)
1 ),R(v
in(h)
2 )
)⊕ ⊕
h∈Hop
H omO
(
R(v
out(h)
1 ),R(v
in(h)
2 )
)
over BL = Grass(v1,∞)×Grass(v2,∞). Here, the first copy
⊕
h∈H H omO(R(v
out(h)
1 ),R(v
in(h)
2 )) is
considered as a subspace of Rep(Q, v), and the second copy
⊕
h∈Hop H omO(R(v
out(h)
1 ),R(v
in(h)
2 ))
as a subspace of Rep(Qop, v). Thus, the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to ψ1 is
eψ1v1,v2 =
∏
h∈H
( vout(h)1∏
s=1
v
in(h)
2∏
t=1
(λ
′′ in(h)
t −F λ
′ out(h)
s +F mh · t1)
v
in(h)
1∏
s=1
v
out(h)
2∏
t=1
(λ
′′ out(h)
t −F λ
′ in(h)
s +F mh∗ · t2)
)
.
So far, we obtained that ι∗ is multiplication by e
ι
v1,v2 , and ψ1∗ is multiplication by e
ψ1
v1,v2 . The
map p′ is the pull-back of p via the projection π′. Therefore, p′ is also a Grassmannian bundle,
and consequently p′∗ is given by Proposition 1.2. Putting all the above together, the map m
S
v1,v2 is
given by exactly the same formula as (4). 
Remark 3.5. When A is the equivariant Chow group with Q-coefficients, under the identification,
SHv := Q[t1, t2][λ
i
s]
Sv
i∈I,s=1,...,vi
∼= AGv×T (Rep(Q, v)),
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Proposition 3.4 still holds after replacing the formal power series by power series. Similar for the
equivariant K-theory, which will be spelled out in detail below.
3.3. An example: K-theoretical shuffle algebra. As an example, we take A to be the K-
theory with rational coefficients. We relate the shuffle algebra SH with the Feigin-Odesskii shuffle
algebra ( see [FO97]) in the Jordan quiver case.
For any line bundle p : L → X on a smooth quasi-projective variety X. Let s : X → L be the
zero-section. The resolution of s∗OX :
1→ p∗L∨ → OL → s∗OX → 0
implies that the first Chern class of L in the K-theory is
(5) c1(L) := s
∗s∗(OX) = 1− L
∨.
As a consequence, the formal group law (K(pt), Fm) is
(6) Fm(u, v) = u+Fm v = u+ v − uv.
In particular,
(7) u−Fm v =
u− v
1− v
.
For r ∈ N, let R(r) be the tautological vector bundle of Grass(r,∞) and let Fl(R(r)) be the
associate full flag bundle. We identify K(Grass(r,∞)) with Q[z±1 , . . . , z
±
r ]
Sr with zi being the i-th
tautological line bundle (rather than its 1st Chern class) of Fl(R(r)). Let si be the one-dimensional
natural representation of the i-th copy of Gm in T . We have the following.
Corollary 3.6. Let Q be any quiver, and A be the K-theory with rational coefficients. Assume
mh = mh∗ = 1 for any h ∈ H. For any v ∈ N
I , identify SHv with Q[(z
i
1)
±, . . . , (zi
vi
)±]Svi∈I as above.
For any pair of dimension vectors v1, v2 ∈ N
I , and fi ∈ SHvi for i = 1, 2, mv1,v2(f1 ⊗ f2) is equal
to ∑
σ∈Sh(v1,v−v2)
σ
f1(z′is)f2(z′′it)∏
i∈I
vi1∏
s=1
vi2∏
t=1
1−
z′′it
z′iss1s2
1− z
′i
s
z′′it
·
∏
i,j∈I
vi1∏
s=1
vj2∏
t=1
(1−
z′is
z′′jts1
)aij (1−
z′is
z′′jts2
)aji
 .
Proof. Recall that ti is the first Chern class of si, hence by (5), we have ti = 1 −
1
si
, for i =
1, 2. Similarly, λis = 1 −
1
zis
. Plugging-in to Proposition 3.4 while using (6) and (7), we get this
corollary. 
Example 3.7. Let Q be the Jordan quiver and A be the K-theory with rational coefficients. Then
as a vector space, SH ∼=
⊕
nQ[s
±
1 , s
±
2 ][z
±
1 , . . . , z
±
n ]
Sn . The multiplication SHr ⊗ SHn−r → SHn
sends f1(z1, . . . , zr)⊗ f2(zr+1, . . . , zn) to∑
{σ∈Sh(r,n−r)}
σ ·
(
f1 · f2 ·
∏
1≤j≤r,(r+1)≤i≤n
(1−
zj
zis1s2
)(1− zizjs1 )(1 −
zi
zjs2
)
1− zizj
)
.
Let SH′ be the shuffle algebra defined by Feigin-Odesskii in [FO97] (see also [FT11]). By defini-
tion, SH′ ∼=
⊕
Q[q±1 , q
±
2 ][z
±
1 , . . . , z
±
n ]
Sn , with multiplication f1(z1, . . . , zr)⊗f2(zr+1, . . . , zn) defined
by ∑
{σ∈Sh(r,n−r)}
σ ·
(
f1 · f2 ·
∏
1≤j≤r,(r+1)≤i≤n
(1− q1zi/zj)(1− q2zi/zj)
(1− zi/zj)(1− q1q2zi/zj)
)
.
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Define an algebra homomorphism SH′ → SH by
qi 7→ s
−1
i , for i = 1, 2;
f(z1, . . . , zn) 7→ f(z1, . . . , zn)Yn, for n ∈ N,
where
Yn =
∏
1≤j<i≤n
(
(1− q1q2
zj
zi
)(1− q1q2
zi
zj
)
)
.
This map is well-defined, since the factor Yn is invariant under the action of Sh(r, n − r). A
straight-forward calculation shows that this is an algebra homomorphism.
When Q is the cyclic quiver, and A is the K-theory, it is shown in [Ne15] that the shuffle algebra
is isomorphic to the positive half of the quantum toroidal algebra of type A.
4. The preprojective cohomological Hall algebras
In this section, we introduce the main object to be studied in this paper, the preprojective CoHA.
The representations of this algebra are realized as A-homology of Nakajima quiver varieties. Now
we describe the multiplication of this algebra.
4.1. Hall multiplication. Notations are as before. Let Q = (I,H) be a quiver, (not necessarily
edge-loop free) and let v ∈ NI be a dimension vector. The group Gv :=
∏
i∈I GLvi acts on the
cotangent space T ∗Rep(Q, v) via conjugation. Let gv be the Lie algebra of Gv. Let
µv : T
∗Rep(Q, v)→ g∗v, (x, x
∗) 7→ [x, x∗]
be the moment map. Note that the closed subvariety µ−1v (0) ⊂ T
∗Rep(Q, v) could be singular in
general.
We consider the NI-graded R[[t1, t2]]-module
AP(Q) :=
⊕
v∈NI
APv(Q) with
APv(Q) = AGv×T (µ
−1
v (0)).
When both A and Q are understood from the context, we will use the abbreviations P and Pv. For
each pair v1, v2 ∈ N
I , we define the multiplication map mPv1,v2 : Pv1 ⊗R[[t1t2]] Pv2 → Pv1+v2 .
We write v = v1 + v2. We consider the Lagrangian correspondence formalism in § 1.2, with the
following specializations: Take Y to be Rep(Q, v1) × Rep(Q, v2), X
′ to be Rep(Q, v) and V to be
Rep(Q)v1,v2 . As in § 3.2, we write G := Gv for short. Let P ⊂ Gv be the parabolic subgroup and
L := Gv1 ×Gv2 be the Levi subgroup of P . Recall in § 1.2, we have the following correspondence
of G× T -varieties:
G×P
(
µ−1v1 (0)× µ
−1
v2 (0)
)
 _

T ∗GX _

ZG
φoo ψ //
 _

µ−1v (0) _

G×P T
∗Y 
 ι // T ∗(G×P Y ) Z
φoo ψ // Rep(Q, v).
We have the Ku¨nneth morphism (which may or may not be an isomorphism).
⊗ : Pv1 ⊗R[[t1,t2]] Pv2 → AGv1×Gv2×T (µ
−1
v1 (0)× µ
−1
v2 (0)).
Consider the following sequence of morphisms:
(1) The natural projection Gv1 × Gv2 և P is a homotopy equivalence. It induces the follow-
ing isomorphism AGv1×Gv2×T (µ
−1
v1 (0) × µ
−1
v2 (0))
∼= AP×T (µ
−1
v1 (0) × µ
−1
v2 (0)). We have the
following isomorphism
AP×T (µ
−1
v1 (0) × µ
−1
v2 (0))
∼= AG×T
(
G×P (µ
−1
v1 (0)× µ
−1
v2 (0))
)
.
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(2) Following the Lagrangian correspondence diagram, we have
AG×T (T
∗
GX)
φ♯ // AG×T (ZG)
ψ
∗ // AG×T (µ
−1
v (0))
∼= Pv ,
where φ♯ is the Gysin pullback of φ.
The map mPv1,v2 is defined to be the composition of the above morphisms.
Theorem 4.1. The maps mPv1,v2 fit together to define an associative algebra structure on P.
Proof. We keep the same notations as in the proof of Proposition 3.3. By definition, T ∗GX3 = µ
−1
v (0).
By Lemma 1.3, T ∗GX2 = Gv ×P1 (µ
−1
v1 (0)× µ
−1
v2+v3(0)) and
T ∗GX1 = Gv ×P12 (µ
−1
v1 (0) × µ
−1
v2 (0)× µ
−1
v3 (0)).
By Lemma 1.7 and Lemma 1.9, we have I2 = I1 ◦ I3, where
I1 = ψ1∗ ◦ φ
♯
1 : AG×T (T
∗
GX2)→ AG×T (T
∗
GX3).
I2 = ψ2∗ ◦ φ
♯
2 : AG×T (T
∗
GX1)→ AG×T (T
∗
GX3).
I3 = ψ3∗ ◦ φ
♯
3 : AG×T (T
∗
GX1)→ AG×T (T
∗
GX2).
An argument similar to [Lus91, Lemma 3.4] implies the associativity of the multiplication mP . 
Definition 4.2. For any v ∈ NI , consider the NI-graded R[[t1, t2]]-module
AP(Q) :=
⊕
v∈NI
APv,
where APv := AGv×T (µ
−1
v (0)). The preprojective cohomological Hall algebra (CoHA) of the quiver
Q is the associative algebra AP(Q) endowed with the Hall multiplication mPv1,v2 .
The name preprojective CoHA is motivated by the fact that the subvariety µ−1v (0) ⊂ Rep(Q, v)
parametrizes representations of the preprojective algebra.
Theorem 4.3. Under conditions of Proposition 3.4, there is a well-defined morphism of R[[t1, t2]]-
algebras
AP → SH
induced from the embedding iv : µ
−1
v (0) →֒ Rep(Q, v).
Proof. The pushforward iv∗ induces a well-defined morphism
iv∗ : AG×T (µ
−1
v (0))→ AG×T (Rep(Q, v))
∼= SHv.
Recall that the Hall multiplication of AP (resp. SH) is defined by the composition of the Ku¨nneth
morphism and the morphism in the first row (resp. second row) in the commutative diagram in
Lemma 1.5. Taking into account the compatibility of the Ku¨nneth morphism with the proper
pushforward ([LM07, § 2.1]), together with Lemma 1.5, we get the conclusion. 
Remark 4.4. The algebra homomorphism in Theorem 4.3 becomes an isomorphism after suitable
localization. Indeed, µ−1v (0) has only one T -fixed point. It follows from the Thomason localization
theorem [GKM98, Theorem 6.2], which in the present setting can be found in [Kr12], that iv∗ is
an isomorphism when passing to a localization. This localization of R[[t1, t2, λ
i
s]]
Sv is at the prime
ideal generated by all the symmetric functions in λis without constant terms. For the power series
ring, this is the same as passing to R((t1, t2)). However, for OCT’s described in Example1.1(3),
e.g., equivariant Chow groups and K-theory in the sense of Thomason, these two localizations are
different.2
2We thank a referee for pointing this out to us.
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Let P be the quotient of P by the torsion part, where torsion means elements which vanishes
when passing to the localization at the above ideal. Then, iv∗ induces an isomorphism between P
s
and SHs.
4.2. Spherical subalgebras. In general, the algebra P defined above and the shuffle algebra SH
in § 3 are different, but closely related. Each one has a spherical subalgebra. Conjecturally, their
spherical subalgebras are isomorphic, but at present, this is not known.
For any vertex k ∈ I of the quiver Q, let ek be the dimension vector such that e
i
k = δki. In other
words, ek has value 1 on vertex k, and 0 otherwise.
Definition 4.5. The spherical subalgebra APs(Q) ⊂ AP(Q) is the subalgebra generated by Pek
for k varies in I. We will abbreviate as APs or Ps if understood. Similarly, define SHs ⊂ SH to
be the subalgebra of SH generated by the set {SHek | k ∈ I}.
Proposition 4.6. The morphism in Theorem 4.3 restricts to a surjective morphism on the spherical
subalgebras
Ps ։ SHs.
Proof. The surjectivity of the restriction Ps → SHs follows from the isomorphism Pek
∼= SHek ,
for k ∈ I. Indeed, this is a consequence of the isomorphisms Pek
∼= AGek×T (pt) = AT (pt)[[zk]] and
SHek
∼= AT (pt)[[λ
k]]. 
5. Representations of the preprojective CoHA
We construct representations of AP(Q) in this section. We show that AP(Q) acts on the equi-
variant A-homology of Nakajima quiver varieties.
5.1. Preliminaries on Nakajima quiver variety. In this subsection, we recall the definition of
Nakajima quiver varieties in [Nak94].
For a quiver Q, (not necessarily edge-loop free), we introduce the framed quiver Q♥, whose set
of vertices is I ⊔ I ′, where I ′ is another copy of the set I, equipped with the bijection I → I ′,
i 7→ i′. The set of arrows of Q♥ is, by definition, the disjoint union of H and a set of additional
edges ji : i→ i
′, one for each vertex i ∈ I. We follow the tradition that v ∈ NI is the notation for
the dimension vector at I, and w ∈ NI is the dimension vector at I ′. We denote Rep(Q♥, (v,w))
simply by Rep(Q, v,w).
Let Q♥ = Q♥ ⊔Q♥,op be the double of Q♥. We have the isomorphism
Rep(Q♥, (v,w)) = T ∗Rep(Q♥, v, w) = Rep(Q, v)× Rep(Qop, v)×HomkI(W,V )×HomkI(V,W ).
Let µv,w : T
∗Rep(Q♥, v, w)→ gl∗v
∼= glv be the moment map
µv,w : (x, x
∗, i, j) 7→
∑
[x, x∗] + i ◦ j ∈ glv.
For any θ = (θi)i∈I ∈ Z
I , let χθ : Gv → Gm be the character g = (gi)i∈I 7→
∏
i∈I det(gi)
−θi . The set
of χθ-semistable points in T
∗Rep(Q♥, v, w) is denoted by Rep(Q♥, v, w)ss. The Nakajima quiver
variety is defined to be the Hamiltonian reduction
Mθ(v,w) := µ
−1
v,w(0)//θGv.
The following description of stability condition can be found in [Gin09, Corollary 5.1.9]. When
θ = θ+ = (1, · · · , 1), the point (x, x∗, i, j) ∈ µ−1(0) is θ+–semistable, if and only if, the following
holds: For any collection of vector subspaces S = (Si)i∈k ⊂ V = (Vi)i∈k, which is stable under the
maps x and x∗, if Sk ⊂ ker(jk) for every k ∈ I, then S = 0.
In this paper, we use the stability condition θ+ unless otherwise specified.
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5.2. Representations from quiver varieties. Let v1, v2 ∈ N
I be two dimension vectors. Let
v = v1+v2. We fix an I-tuple of vector spaces V of dimension vector v. We fix V1 ⊂ V an I-tuple of
subspaces of V with dimension vector v1. Let V2 := V/V1, with the projection map pr2 : V → V2.
As in § 1.2, we set G = Gv , and P = {g ∈ G | g(V1) ⊂ V1}. We consider the Lagrangian
correspondence formalism in § 1.2, specialized as follows: We take X ′ to be Rep(Q, v,w) and Y to
be Rep(Q, v1, w)× Rep(Q, v2), and take V to be
Rep(Q)v1,v2,w := {(x, j) ∈ Rep(Q
♥, v1 + v2, w) | x(V1) ⊂ V1} ⊂ X
′.
As in § 1.2, set X := G ×P Y , W := G ×P Rep(Q)v1,v2,w, and Z := T
∗
W (X × X
′) the conormal
bundle of W . We then have the correspondence
T ∗X Z
φoo ψ // T ∗X ′.
Lemma 5.1. Notations are as above.
(a) We have the following canonical isomorphisms of G-varieties.
T ∗X ′ = T ∗Rep(Q♥, v1 + v2, w) = Rep(Q
♥, v1 + v2, w) × Rep((Q
♥)op, v1 + v2, w) = Rep(Q♥, v1 + v2, w).
T ∗X = G×P {(c, x, x
∗, i, j) | c ∈ pv, x ∈ Rep(Q, v1)× Rep(Q, v2), x
∗ ∈ Rep(Qop, v1)× Rep(Q
op, v2),
j ∈ Hom(V1,W ), i ∈ Hom(W,V1), [x, x
∗] + i ◦ j = pr(c)},
where pr(c) is the projection of c from pv in gv1 ⊕ gv2 .
Z = G×P {(x, x
∗, i, j) ∈ T ∗Rep(Q♥, v1 + v2, w) | (x, x
∗)(V1) ⊂ V1, Im(i) ⊂ V1}.
(b) For (g, x, x∗, i, j) ∈ Z, the maps φ, ψ are given by
φ
(
(g, x, x∗, i, j) mod P
)
=
(
g, [x, x∗] + i ◦ j,pr(x),pr(x∗), iV1 , jV1
)
mod P,
ψ
(
(g, x, x∗, i, j) mod P
)
=
(
gxg−1, gx∗g−1, jg−1, gi
)
.
(c) We have the following canonical isomorphisms of G-varieties.
T ∗GX
′ = µ−1v,w(0).
T ∗GX = G×P (µ
−1
v1,w(0) × µ
−1
v2 (0)).
ZG = G×P {(x, x
∗, i, j) ∈ µ−1v,w(0) | (x, x
∗)(V1) ⊂ V1, Im(i) ⊂ V1}.
The maps φ : ZG → T
∗
GX and ψ : ZG → T
∗
GX
′ are induced from φ,ψ in (b).
Proof. The proof goes the same way as [SV13, Lemma 7.4]. We only explain how to get the formula
of T ∗X in (a) here. The rest are similar. By [SV13, Lemma 7.1], we have T ∗X = T ∗P (G × Y )/P .
Thus,
T ∗X = G×P {(f, a) ∈
(
g× Rep(Q♥, v1, w) × Rep(Q, v2)
)∗
×
(
Rep(Q♥, v1, w)× Rep(Q, v2)
)
| f(−b, [pr(b), a]) = 0,∀b ∈ p}.(8)
For (f, a) as in (8), we write f = f1 × f2, where
f1 ∈ g
∗, and f2 ∈
(
Rep(Q, v1, w) × Rep(Q, v2)
)∗
.
Write h := glv1 × glv2 for short. Starting with an element (f, a) in (8), we define an element
f˜ ∈ (g × h)∗ by f˜(g, h) := f(g, [h, a]). Let δ′ : p → g × h be the linear function b 7→ (b,− pr(b)).
Therefore, we have f˜(δ′(p)) = 0.
Identify (g× h)∗ with g× h via the non-degenerate pairing (g1, g2) := tr(g1g2). Let δ : p→ g× h
be the linear function b 7→ (b,pr(b)). Then, δ′p⊥ is identified with δp ∼= p. Therefore, f˜ ∈ (g× h)∗
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corresponds to (c,pr(c)) ∈ δp for some c ∈ p, and its first component f1 corresponds to c under the
identification g∗ ∼= g. The second component f2 of f satisfies
(9) f2([h, a]) = tr(pr(c) · h), for any h ∈ h.
For vector spaces E,F , the bilinear function
Hom(E,F ) ×Hom(F,E)→ k, (f, f∗) 7→ tr(f ◦ f∗).
gives an isomorphism Hom(E,F )∗ ∼= Hom(F,E). We identify the second component f2 with some
element b ∈ Rep(Q♥,op, v1, w) × Rep(Q
op, v2). The equality (9) yields [a, b] = pr(c). This proves
(a). 
We use the following abbreviations: T ∗Y s = Rep(Q♥, v1, w)
ss×Rep(Q, v2) ⊆ T
∗Y , and T ∗X ′s =
Rep(Q♥, v, w)ss ⊆ T ∗X ′. There is a bundle projection T ∗X → G ×P T
∗Y . We define T ∗Xs to be
the preimage of G×P T
∗Y s under this bundle projection. In particular, we have
T ∗GX
s := G×P (T
∗
LY ∩ T
∗Y s) = G×P (µ
−1
v1,w(0)
ss × µ−1v2 (0)),
for L = Gv1 ×Gv2 . We define Z
s := ψ−1(T ∗X ′s) and ZsG := Z
s ∩ ZG.
Lemma 5.2. We have φ(Zs) ⊂ T ∗Xs.
Proof. This follows from the description of stability condition θ+ in § 5.1. Indeed, assuming there
is an element (g, x, x∗, i, j) ∈ Z so that φ((g, x, x∗, i, j)) /∈ T ∗Xs, then by definition of T ∗Xs, in V1
there is a sub-vector space contained in ker(j) which is fixed by (pr(x),pr(x∗)). This sub-vector
space is in turn a sub-vector space of V via the inclusion V1 →֒ V , contained in ker(j), which is
still fixed by x, x∗. (This is because that (g, x, x∗, i, j) ∈ Z implies that V1 is a sub-representation
and hence for any vector a ∈ V1 the action of (x, x
∗) coincide with that of (pr(x),pr(x∗))). This
implies that (g, x, x∗, i, j) is not in Zs. Therefore φ(Zs) ⊂ T ∗Xs. 
Thus, we have the following diagram of correspondences of Gv × T ×Gw-varieties.
(10) T ∗GX
s
 _

ZsG _

φoo ψ // T ∗GX
′ ∩ T ∗X ′s
 _

G×P T
∗Y s 
 ι // T ∗Xs Zs
φoo ψ // T ∗X ′s.
Lemma 5.3. The left square of diagram (10) is a pullback diagram.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, we have:
ZsG = G×P {(x, x
∗, i, j) ∈ µ−1v,w(0)
ss | (x, x∗)(V1) ⊂ V1, Im(i) ⊂ V1}.
T ∗GX
s = G×P (µ
−1
v1,w(0)
ss × µ−1v2 (0)).
To prove this lemma, we need to compute the fiber product T ∗GX
s ×T ∗Xs Z
s and identify it with
ZsG. Indeed,
T ∗GX
s ×T ∗Xs Z
s
=G×P {(x1, x
∗
1, i1, j1, x2, x
∗
2), (x, x
∗, i, j) ∈ T ∗GX
s × Zs | pr(x) = (x1, x2),pr(x
∗) = (x∗1, x
∗
2),
iV1 = i1, jV1 = j1, [x, x
∗] + i ◦ j = ([x1, x
∗
1] + i1 ◦ j1)× [x2, x
∗
2] = 0}
=G×P {(x, x
∗, i, j) ∈ µ−1v,w(0)
ss | (x, x∗)(V1) ⊂ V1, Im(i) ⊂ V1}
=ZsG.
This completes the proof. 
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Let v, w ∈ NI be the dimension vectors. As the action of Gv on µ
−1
v,w(0)
ss := µ−1v,w(0) ∩
Rep(Q, v,w)ss is free, we have
M(v,w) := AT×Gw(M(v,w))
∼= AGv×T×Gw(µ
−1
v,w(0)
ss).
For each w ∈ NI , and each pair v1, v2 ∈ N
I , we define maps
av1,v2 :M(v1, w)⊗ Pv2 →M(v1 + v2, w)
as follows.
We start with the Ku¨nneth morphism.
M(v1, w) × Pv2 =AGv1×Gw×T (µ
−1
v1,w(0)
ss)⊗AGv2×T (µ
−1
v2 (0))
→AGv1×Gv2×T×Gw(µ
−1
v1,w(0)
ss × µ−1v2 (0))
∼=AG×T×Gw
(
G×P
(
µ−1v1,w(0)
ss × µ−1v2 (0)
))
.(11)
We define the map av1,v2 to be the composition of the morphism in (11) with the following morphism
ψ∗ ◦ φ
♯ : AGv×T×Gw (T
∗
GX
s)→ AGv×T×Gw(T
∗
GX
′ ∩ T ∗X ′s) =M(v,w),
where the pullback φ♯ is the Gysin pullback of φ in diagram (10). Note that ψ is a proper map,
since it is a restriction of a proper map. In particular, ψ∗ is well-defined. Similarly, φ : Z
s → T ∗Xs
is a local complete intersection morphism (the condition for being so is local, hence if φ : Z → T ∗X
is a local complete intersection morphism, then so is φ : Zs → T ∗Xs). By 1.1(4), φ♯, being the
Gysin pull-back via a complete intersection morphism is well-defined.
Theorem 5.4. For each w ∈ NI , the maps
av1,v2 :M(v1, w)⊗ Pv2 →M(v1 + v2, w)
fit together to define an action of AP on M(w) :=
⊕
vM(v,w). In other words, av1,v2 induces an
R[[t1, t2]]-algebra homomorphism
Φ : AP → End
( ⊕
v∈NI
AT×Gw(M(v,w))
)
.
Proof. The proof follows from the same idea as the proof of Theorem 4.1. More precisely, we fix a
flag V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V , with dimVi = v1 + · · · + vi. Fix an I-tuple of vector spaces W with dimension
vector w. We define the following varieties:
• Let X1 be the set of quadruples (F1, F2, a, j), where F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ V is a flag such that
F1 ∼= V1, F2 ∼= V2, and a ∈ Rep(Q, v) is an endomorphism of the vector space F1⊕(F2/F1)⊕
(V/F2). j is an element of Hom(F1,W ).
• Let X2 be the set of triples (F1, a, j), where F1 ⊂ V , such that F1 ∼= V1 and a ∈ Rep(Q, v)
is an endomorphism of the vector space F1 ⊕ (V/F1). j is an element of Hom(F1,W ).
• X3 = Rep(Q, v)⊕Hom(V,W ).
We then define the following correspondences. For i = 1, 2, 3, let Wi be the following.
W1 = {(F1, a, j) | F1 ⊂ V, such that F1 ∼= V1, and a(F1) ⊂ F1, for a ∈ Rep(Q, v), j ∈ Hom(V,W )}.
W2 = {(F1, F2, a, j) | F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ V, a ∈ Rep(Q, v), such that Fi ∼= Vi, and a(Fi) ⊂ Fi,
for i = 1, 2, and j ∈ Hom(V,W )}.
W3 = {(F1, F2, a, v) | F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ V, a ∈ Rep(Q, v), such that Fi ∼= Vi, for i = 1, 2, and
a ∈ End(F1 ⊕ (V/F1)), a preserves the subspace {0} ⊕ (F2/F1), and j ∈ Hom(F1,W )}.
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We have the inclusions W1 ⊂ X3 ×X2, W2 ⊂ X3 ×X1, and W3 ⊂ X2 ×X1. It is clear that those
inclusions give an isomorphism W2 =W1 ×X2 W3. We consider
Z1 = T
∗
W1(X3 ×X2), Z2 = T
∗
W2(X3 ×X1), Z3 = T
∗
W3(X2 ×X1).
The intersection (W1×X1)∩ (X3×W2) is transversal in X3×X2×X1. Thus, by [CG10, Theorem
2.7.26] we have an isomorphism Z1×T ∗X2Z3
∼= Z2. As in Theorem 4.1, we have dim(Z1)+dim(Z3) =
dim(Z2) + dim(T
∗X2) by Lemma 1.9.
Let P1 := {g ∈ G = Gv1+v2+v3 | g(V1) ⊂ V1}, with Lie algebra p1, and P := {g ∈ G | g(Vi) ⊂
Vi, i = 1, 2} with Lie algebra p. By Lemma 5.1, we have
T ∗X2 ⊂ G×P1
(
p1 × Rep(Q♥, v1, w) ×Rep(Q, v2 + v3)
)
,
T ∗X1 ⊂ G×P
(
p× Rep(Q♥, v1, w)× Rep(Q, v2)× Rep(Q, v3)
)
.
Define
T ∗Xs3 := Rep(Q
♥, v1 + v2 + v3, w)
ss,
T ∗Xs2 := T
∗X2 ∩G×P1
(
p1 × Rep(Q♥, v1, w)
ss ×Rep(Q, v2 + v3)
)
,
T ∗Xs1 := T
∗X1 ∩G×P
(
p×Rep(Q♥, v1, w)
ss × Rep(Q, v2)× Rep(Q, v3)
)
.
Define
Zs3 := ψ
−1
3 (T
∗Xs2), Z
s
2 := ψ
−1
2 (T
∗Xs3), Z
s
1 := ψ
−1
1 (T
∗Xs3).
Then we have the following diagram with the square being Cartesian.
T ∗Xs3 Z
s
1
ψ1oo φ1 // T ∗Xs2 ,
Zs2
OO
ψ2
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
φ2 %%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
// Zs3 ,
φ3

ψ3
OO
T ∗Xs1 .
We define the maps I1, I2, I3 as in Theorem 4.1. The same argument shows I2 = I1 ◦ I3. This
implies av1,v2 is an action map. 
By convention, we consider the right action of P on M(w). Therefore, the multiplication of
End(M(w)) is understood as composition of right action operators.
Remark 5.5. If one uses the stability condition θ− = (−1, · · · ,−1) in the definition of Nakajima
quiver variety, the Lagrangian correspondence Z
(χ
θ−
)−ss
G should be adjusted to
Z
(χθ−)−ss
G = G×P {(x, x
∗, i, j) ∈ µ−1v,w(0)
(χθ− )−ss | (x, x∗)(V1) ⊂ V1, ker(j) ⊃ V1}.
The Lagrangian correspondence formalism will give us a left action of Pop on AGw×T (Mθ−(w)). This
left module of Pop coincides with the natural left action of Pop on M(w), under the identification
of Mθ+(v,w) and Mθ−(v,w), sending any representation V to its dual V
∨.
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5.3. Nakajima’s raising operators. In this section, we take Q to be an arbitrary quiver. We in-
terpret the action of the CoHA AP(Q) constructed in §5.2 in terms of Nakajima’s raising operators.
This interpretation allows us to compare AP(Q) with the quantum groups.
We start by recalling the raising operators constructed by Nakajima in [Nak98, Nak01]. Recall
in §5.1, we denote by M(v,w) the Nakajima quiver variety with the fixed stability condition θ+.
Let M0(v,w) be the affine quotient of µ
−1
v,w(0). That is,
M0(v,w) := Spec(k[µ
−1
v,w(0)]
Gv ),
where k[µ−1v,w(0)] is the coordinate ring of µ
−1
v,w(0). We have the resolution of singularities π :
M(v,w) →M0(v,w). For two dimension vectors v1 and v2, the compositionM(vi, w)→M0(vi, w) ⊂
M0(v1 + v2, w) are denoted by πi. Let
Z(v1, v2, w) := {(x1, x2) ∈M(v1, w) ×M(v2, w) | π1(x1) = π2(x2)}
be the Steinberg variety. By the construction of M(v,w), we have the tautological vector bundle
µ−1v (0)
ss ×Gv V →M(v,w)
associated to the principal Gv-bundle µ
−1
v (0)
ss → M(v,w). Here V is the Gv representation with
dimension vector v. We denote the vector bundle by V(v,w).
We now consider the case when v1 = v2−ek, where ek is the dimension vector whose entry k is 1,
and other entries are 0. The Hecke correspondence C+k (v2, w) (see [Nak98, Nak01]) is an irreducible
component of Z(v1, v2, w), defined as the set of quintuples {(x, x
∗, i, j, S)} up to Gv-conjugation,
where (x, x∗, i, j) ∈ µ−1v,w(0)
ss and S ⊂ V is a x, x∗-invariant subspace containing the image of i
with dim(S) = v2 − ek. We consider C
+
k (v2, w) as a closed subvariety of M(v2 − ek, w)×M(v2, w)
by setting
(x1, x∗1, i1, j1) := the restriction of (x, x∗, i, j) to S, (x2, x∗2, i2, j2) := (x, x∗, i, j).
The component C+k (v2, w) is smooth, and it is a Lagrangian subvariety of M(v2−ek, w)×M(v2, w)
as shown by Nakajima. In particular,
dimC+k (v2, w) =
dimM(v2 − ek, w) + dimM(v2, w)
2
.
The tautological line bundle Lk of C
+
k (v2, w) is defined to be the quotient
Lk := V(v2, w)/V(v1, w).
Nakajima defined the following raising operators. Let f(t) ∈ AT (pt)[[t]] be a power series. Then
f(c1(Lk)) is a well-defined element in AGw×T (C
+
k (v2, w)). We have the following diagram:
C+k (v2, w)
  //M(v2 − ek, w)×M(v2, w)
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚
M(v2 − ek, w) M(v2, w).
Denote by pi : C
+
k (v2, w)→M(vi, w) the composition of the inclusion with the i–th projections, for
i = 1, 2, and v1 = v2− ek. Let Ψ(f(c1(Lk))) ∈ EndR[[t1,t2]](AGw×T (M(w))) be the raising operation
given by convolution with f(c1(Lk)). In other words, let α ∈ AGw×T (M(v1, w)),
Ψ(f(c1(Lk)))(α) := p2∗
(
p∗1(α) ∩ f(c1(Lk))
)
.
For the dimension vector ek, the condition [x, x
∗] = 0 in the moment map
µek : Rep(Q, ek)× Rep(Q
op, ek)→ k, [x, x
∗] = 0
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is automatic. Therefore, µ−1ek (0) = T
∗Rep(Q, ek). In particular, µ
−1
ek
(0) is a vector space with
Gek = Gm-action, and we have the isomorphism
Pek := AGv×T (µ
−1
ek
(0)) ∼= AGm×T (pt)
∼= AT (pt)[[z
(k)]].
Let ξk be the natural one dimensional representation of Gek = Gm. Then, z
(k) can be viewed as
c1(ξk) ∈ AGv×T (µ
−1
ek
(0)).
In the case of v1 + ek = v2, we write v = v2 for short, for the Lagrangian correspondence, we
have Y = Rep(Q, v − ek, w) × Rep(Q, ek), X
′ = Rep(Q, v,w). Therefore, the correspondence in
this case becomes
Gv ×P (µ
−1
v−ek ,w
(0)ss × µ−1ek (0)) Z
s
G
φoo ψ // µ−1v,w(0)
ss .(12)
Theorem 5.6. For any f(t) ∈ AT (pt)[[t]], view f(z
(k)) ∈ Pek
∼= AT (pt)[[z
(k)]], we have the equality
Ψ(f(c1(Lk))) = Φ(f(z
(k)))
in EndR[[t1,t2]](AGw×T (M(w))), where Φ is the action of the preprojective CoHA
AP.
Proof. Taking the quotient by Gv of the Lagrangian correspondence (12), we get the following
commutative diagram.
T ∗Xs Zs
φoo ψ // T ∗X ′s
Gv ×P (µ
−1
v−ek
(0)ss × µ−1ek (0))
?
g
OO
ZsG
?
g′
OO
φoo ψ //

µ−1v (0)
ss
?
OO

M(v − ek, w) C
+
k (v,w)
p1oo p2 //M(v,w)
The vertical maps g, g′ are closed embeddings. In the above diagram, the map φ is a smooth
morphism of smooth varieties. The usual pullback φ
∗
is well-defined. We first show the Gysin
pullback φ♯ is the same as the usual pullback φ
∗
. By Lemma 5.1, the variety ZsG is a principal
Gv–bundle of C
+
k (v,w). Thus,
dimZsG = dimGv + dimC
+
k (v,w) = dimGv +
dimM(v − ek, w) + dimM(v,w)
2
= dimGv +
2dimRep(Q, v − ek, w) − 2 dimGv−ek + 2dimRep(Q, v,w) − 2 dimGv
2
= dimRep(Q, v − ek, w)− dimGv−ek + dimRep(Q, v,w)
= w · (v − ek) +AQ(v − ek) · (v − ek)− (v − ek) · (v − ek) +w · v +AQv · v;
dimT ∗X = 2dim(G ×P Y ) = 2(dim(Gv/P ) + dimRep(Q, v − ek, w) + dimRep(Q, ek))
= 2(dim(Gv/P ) + dimRep(Q, v − ek, w)) + 2dimRep(Q, ek);
dim(G×P (µ
−1
v−ek,w
(0)ss × µ−1ek (0)) = dim(Gv/P ) + dimµ
−1
v−ek,w
(0)ss + dimµ−1ek (0)
= dim(Gv/P ) + 2dimRep(Q, v − ek, w)− dimGv−ek + 2dimRep(Q, ek);
dimZ = dimGv/P + 2(Rep(Q, v − ek) +AQek · v) + w · (v − ek) + w · v
= dimGv/P + 2(AQ(v − ek) · (v − ek) +AQek · v) + w · (v − ek) + w · v.
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Therefore,
dimZ − dimZG = dim(Gv/P ) + dimGv−ek = dimT
∗X − dim
(
G×P (µ
−1
v−ek,w
(0)ss × µ−1ek (0))
)
.
Hence we have
dim(T ∗Xs) + dim(ZsG) = dim
(
G×P (µ
−1
v−ek ,w
(0)ss × µ−1ek (0))
)
+ dimZs.
Thus, Lemma 1.6(2) yields φ∗ ◦ g∗ = g
′
∗ ◦ φ
∗
. Therefore, for α ∈ AGw×T (M(v − ek, w)),
Φ((z(k))l)(α) = ψ∗φ
∗
((z(k))l ⊗ α),
here φ
∗
is the usual pullback. Here to distinguish the vertex k ∈ I and the power l ∈ N, we write
(k) for the label k ∈ I.
The isomorphism ZsG/Gv
∼= C+k (v,w) follows from Lemma 5.1. It induces an isomorphism
AG×T×Gw(Z
s ∩ ZG) ∼= AT×Gw(C
+
k (v,w)).
The isomorphism maps φ
∗
((z(k))l⊗α) to (c1(Lk))
l⊗p∗1(α), for any l. The pullback of the line bundle
Lk on Z
s
G is the trivial bundle with fiber V (v,w)/V (v−ek, w). It carries a natural Gek = Gm action.
The element z(k) can be interpreted as z(k) = c1(V (v,w)/V (v − ek, w)) ∈ AGv×T (µ
−1
ek
(0)). Thus,
φ
∗
(z(k)) 7→ c1(Lk) under the isomorphism.
The claim follows now from the definitions of the two actions Ψ and Φ. 
5.4. Extended CoHA. For later use, we will consider some modifications of P.
Assumption 5.7. Assume the action of T = Gm
2 on T ∗Rep(Q, v) satisfies one of the following:
Case 1: m(h) = m(h∗) = 1, for any h ∈ H;
Case 2: The T -action is the one defined in Remark 3.2.
Note that Assumption 3.1 is satisfied in either case above.
Let (R,F ) be the formal group law of A. Define AP0 := SymR(⊕i∈IAGei (pt)) be the symmetric
algebra of ⊕i∈IAGei (pt). Let
Φk(z) =
∑
r≥0
(u(k))rz−r ∈ AP0[[z−1]]
be the generating series of generators (u(k))r ∈ AP0.
Recall that aik is the number of arrows in H from i to k. Let cik = −aik−aki if k 6= i, 2 if k = i.
We define a AP0 action on AP as follows. For any g ∈A Pv ,
Φk(z)gΦk(z)
−1 := gΦ̂k(z, v),
where
Φ̂k(z, v) :=
∏
i∈I\{k}
vi∏
j=1
(z −F λ
(i)
j −F t1)
aik (z −F λ
(i)
j −F t2)
aki
(z −F λ
(i)
j +F t2)
aik (z −F λ
(i)
j +F t1)
aki
·
vk∏
j=1
(z −F λ
(k)
j +F t1 +F t2)
(z −F λ
(k)
j −F t1 −F t2)
when the T -action satisfies Assumption 5.7(1); and
Φ̂k(z, v) :=
∏
i∈I
vi∏
j=1
(z −F λ
(i)
j +F (cki)F
~
2 )
(z −F λ
(i)
j −F (cki)F
~
2 )
when the T -action satisfies Assumption 5.7(2). Note that the element Φ̂k(z, v) lies in AGLv ×T (pt)[[z
−1]]
in both cases.
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Lemma 5.8. (1) The action of AP0 on AP is well-defined.
(2) Furthermore, for any k ∈ I, Φk acts on P by an algebra homomorphism.
(3) The subalgebra Ps ⊆ P is a P0-submodule.
Proof. (1) follows from the fact that Φ̂i(z, v) is symmetric. (2) follows from the projection formula
and the equality Φ̂i(z, v1) · Φ̂i(z, v2) = Φ̂i(z, v1 + v2). (3) is clear. 
Definition 5.9. Define the extended preprojective CoHA associated to A and Q to be the algebra
APe = AP0 ⋉ AP. The spherical subalgebra in the extended CoHA is APs,e = AP0 ⋉ APs.
Similarly, there is an action of AP0 on ASH by algebra homomorphism. We define the extension
of shuffle algebra ASHe := AP0 ⋉ ASH. As a direct consequence of Proposition 4.3, we have the
following.
Proposition 5.10. There is an algebra homomorphism APe → SHe, which becomes an isomor-
phism after localization.
5.5. Action on quiver varieties. We are still under the condition that Q has no edge-loops. For
any G-variety X and a G-equivariant rank-n vector bundle V , let λ−1/z(V ) ∈ AG(X)[[z]] be the
equivariant Chern polynomial
∏n
i=1(z −F xi) where {x1, · · · , xn} are the Chern roots of V . Note
that for any element ξ in KG(X), the Grothendieck ring of G-equivariant vector bundles on X,
λ−1/z(ξ) is well-defined.
Recall that M(v,w) := µ−1v,w(0)
ss/Gv is the quiver variety. Let Vk := µ
−1
v,w(0)
ss×Gv Vk (resp. Wk)
be the k-th tautological bundle (resp. the trivial Wk-bundle) on M(v,w) respectively. Consider
the following tautological element in KGw×T (M(v,w)).
Fk(v,w) =

q−11 Wk − (1 + (q1q2)
−1Vk) +q
−1
1
∑
{h∈H|in(h)=k} Vout(h)
+q−12
∑
{h∈H|out(h)=k} Vin(h)
under Assumption 5.7(1);
q−1Wk − (1 + q
−2)Vk + q
−1
∑
l:k 6=l[−ckl]qVl under Assumption 5.7(2).
where [n]q =
qn−q−n
q−q−1
. This is a modification of [Nak01, (2.9.1)] according to T -action. When
t1 6= t2, the T action is given by (t1, t2)(Bh, Bh∗ , i, j) = (t1Bh, t2Bh∗ , t1i, t2j).
The following lemma can be proved by straightforward calculation. In particular, (2) is proved
in [Nak01, § 10.1].
Lemma 5.11. (1) Under Assumption 5.7(1), we have
Fk(v1 + ei, w)− q1q2Fk(v1 + ei, w)−Fk(v1, w) + q1q2Fk(v1, w) ={
(q1q2 − (q1q2)
−1)Lk, if k = i,
(q−11 − q2)aikLi + (q
−1
2 − q1)akiLi, if k 6= i
(2) Under Assumption 5.7(2), we have
Fk(v1 + ei, w)− q
2Fk(v1 + ei, w)−Fk(v1, w) + q
2Fk(v1, w) = (q
cki − q−cki)Li.
We define a P0-action on M(w) by
Φk(z) ·m =
λ−1/z(Fk(v,w))
λ−1/z(q1q2Fk(v,w))
m,
for any m ∈ M(v,w).
Proposition 5.12. For any w ∈ NI , the action of P and P0 on M(w) can be extended to the
action of Pe = P0 ⋉ P on M(w).
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Proof. By the same argument as in [Nak01, §10.4], it suffices to show
Φk(z)gΦk(z)
−1(m) = gΦ̂k(z, v)(m),
for any m ∈ M(v1, w), and the simple roots v = ei, i ∈ I. In this case, g = g(z
(i)) ∈ AT (pt)[[z
(i)]].
By Theorem 5.6, the action of g(z(i)) onM(w) is given by convolution with g(c1(Li)), where Li is the
tautological line bundle on Hecke correspondence C+i (v1+ei, w). The action of Φk(z)z
(i)Φk(z)
−1(m)
is then given by(
∆∗
λ−1/z(Fk(v1 + ei, w))
λ−1/z(q1q2Fk(v1 + ei, w))
)
⋆ c1(Li)
(
∆∗
λ−1/z(Fk(v1, w))
λ−1/z(q1q2Fk(v1, w))
)−1
= ⋆ c1(Li) ·
(
∆∗
λ−1/z(Fk(v1 + ei, w))
λ−1/z(q1q2Fk(v1 + ei, w))
λ−1/z(q1q2Fk(v1, w))
λ−1/z(Fk(v1, w))
)
where the equality is obtained by projection formula.
Under Assumption 5.7(1), by Lemma 5.11(1), the action of Φk(z)z
(i)Φk(z)
−1(m) coincides with
the action of z(i)Φ̂k(z, ei), where
Φ̂k(z, v) =
∏
i∈I\{k}
vi∏
j=1
(z −F λ
(i)
j −F t1)
aik(z −F λ
(i)
j −F t2)
aki
(z −F λ
(i)
j +F t2)
aik(z −F λ
(i)
j +F t1)
aki
·
vk∏
j=1
(z −F λ
(k)
j +F t1 +F t2)
(z −F λ
(k)
j −F t1 −F t2)
.
Similarly, the claim holds in the case under Assumption 5.7(2), by Lemma 5.11(1). 
5.6. Twisting the preprojective CoHA. The spherical subalgebra of the preprojective CoHA
per se is not directly related to affine quantum groups, albeit a modified version is. The modification
involves a twisting the multiplication of the preprojective CoHA by a sign which involves the Euler-
Ringel form of Q. The same sign twist is also present in many places when constructing quantum
groups via quiver representations, e. g., [Rin90, Va00, Nak01]. Here again we assume Q has no
edge-loops.
As in [Nak01], we define the adjacency matrices AD and AD as
(AD)kl := #{h ∈ H | in(h) = k, out(h) = l},
(AD)kl := #{h ∈ H
op | in(h) = k, out(h) = l}.
Thus, (AD)t = AD. We define the matrices C,C as
(13) C := I −AD,C := I −AD.
Let mv1,v2 : Pv1 ⊗ Pv2 → Pv1+v2 be the multiplication defined in § 4.
Definition 5.13. The twisted preprojective CoHA, denoted by P˜ , is P˜ :=
⊕
v Pv as N
I -graded
R[[t1, t2]]-module, endowed with the multiplication m˜v1,v2
m˜v1,v2 := (−1)
(v2 ,Cv1)+1mv1,v2 ,
where (·, ·) is the standard inner product on kI .
Lemma 5.14. The multiplication m˜v1,v2 is associative.
Proof. This follows from the associativity of mP :
m˜v1+v2,v3(m˜v1,v2(x1, x2), x3) =(−1)
(v3,C(v1+v2))+1(−1)(v2 ,Cv1)+1mPv1+v2,v3(m
P
v1,v2(x1, x2), x3)
=(−1)(v2+v3,Cv1)+1(−1)(v3 ,Cv2)+1mPv1,v2+v3(x1,m
P
v2,v3(x2, x3))
=m˜v1,v2+v3(x1, m˜v2,v3(x2, x3)).
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
Similarly, we define S˜H to be SH as NI -graded R-module, with multiplication given by
m˜v1,v2 := (−1)
(v2 ,Cv1)+1mv1,v2 ,
where mv1,v2 is the multiplication of SH.
For any w ∈ NI we define the map, for each v1, v2 ∈ N
I ,
a˜v1,v2 := (−1)
(v2 ,Cv1)+1av1,v2 :M(v1, w) ⊗ P˜v2 →M(v1 + v2, w).
Lemma 5.15. Notations are as above.
(1) There is a well-defined algebra homomorphism P˜ → S˜H.
(2) The maps a˜v1,v2 define an action of P˜ on M(w).
As in the untwisted case, we write a˜v : Pv →
⊕
v1∈NI
Hom(M(v1, w),M(v1 + v,w)).
Recall that Pek := AGek×T (µ
−1
ek
(0)) = AGm×T (pt)
∼= AT (pt)[[z
(k)]]. By Theorem 5.6, the action
of (z(k))l ∈ Pek ⊆ P˜ on the Nakajima quiver varieties M(w) :=
⊕
vM(v,w) is by
(14) a˜ek((z
(k))l) 7→
∑
v
(−1)(ek ,C(v))
(
c1(Lk)
)l
⋆,
where Lk is the tautological line bundle on the Hecke correspondence C
+
k (v,w), and ⋆ is convolution
action.
We define the spherical subalgebra of P˜ , denoted by P˜s, to be the subalgebra generated by Pek ,
for k ∈ I.
Remark 5.16. The image of P˜s,e in S˜He is a deformation of U(bQ[[u]]) ⊆ U(gQ[[u]]) associated to
the formal group law of the OCT A. In the case when A = CH, Theorem 8.3 below shows that
this deformation is the same as the Borel of the Yangian. When A = K, according to Grojnowski’s
work in progress [Gr94b], this deformation is expected to be the Borel of the quantum loop algebra.
6. Examples related to Lusztig’s conjecture
To convince the readers that affine quantum groups associated to formal group laws other than
additive and multiplicative ones are equally interesting, we provide examples, one of which is related
Lusztig’s reformulated conjecture of modular representations of Lie algebras. Although in most of
the present paper we work with representations of Q over an arbitrary field (see § 1.1 and § 2.1),
in this section we assume the base field k of quiver representations has characteristic zero, due the
reference to many properties of the algebraic cobordism theory of [LM07] that require the existence
of resolution of singularities.
Example 6.1. When A comes from the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ/p, this construction
yields Yangians over Fp, the representation theory of which is richer than the modular representa-
tions of Lie algebras.
Example 6.2. When A is the connective K-theory, this gives a geometric interpretation of Drin-
feld’s degeneration of quantum loop algebra to the Yangian (see also, [YZ16b, Example 3.9]).
Example 6.3. Recall that the formal group law associated to the algebraic cobordism of Levine-
Morel [LM07] is the universal formal group law over the Lazard ring Laz. There are some properties
of LazP which have no direct analogue in the Yangian or quantum loop algebra cases.
Recall that LazQ is dual to the ring of symmetric polynomials ΛQ, where the duality pairing is
given by the integral of the Chern class on manifolds. Let H be the Heisenberg algebra, which is a
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quantum double of ΛQ. As vector spaces, we have the isomorphism H ∼= LazQ⊗ΛQ. Furthermore,
there is an algebra embedding LazQ →֒ H. The duality between LazQ and ΛQ induces a Q-linear
map LazPs ⊗Q ΛQ → Y
+
~ (gQ). However, this map does not respect algebra structures on any of
the three algebras LazPs,ΛQ, or Y
+
~ (gQ). Nevertheless, there is a non-standard quantum double
of LazP, without direct analogue for the previously known affine quantum groups. Namely, base
changing the LazPs to H via the embedding LazQ →֒ H, and extending by scalars the multiplication
formulas in § 4.1 (while H commutes with the equivariant parameters), we get an algebra HPs.
This algebra has H embedded, and is isomorphic as LazQ-modules to
LazPs ⊗Q
LazPs.
Another example of interest is the case when A is the Morava K-theory. 3 Assume Q is of
finite type. In [Lus15], in a reformulation of his conjecture from 1979 on modular representation of
algebraic groups, for each prime p, Lusztig wrote down a family of character formulas, parameterized
by an integer n. For each integral dominant weight λ, Lusztig’s formula is denoted by Enλ . It has
the following properties:
(1) E0λ coincides with the Weyl character formula;
(2) E1λ is the character of irreducible representations of Uq(g) at a p-th root of unity;
(3) for each fixed λ, Enλ stabilizes for large enough n; in this range E
n
λ is conjectured to be the
character of irreducible representations the simply-connected algebraic group G with root
system Q over Fp.
When p is larger than a number depending only on Q, Lusztig proved property (3), based on earlier
work of Anderson-Jantzen-Soergel [AJS94] and Steinberg [St63]. However, the formulas for general
n 6= 0 which are not in the stabilizing range open the question, proposed in [Lus15]: find a family of
quantum groups, parameterized by a prime p and an integer n ∈ N, whose character of irreducible
module of highest weight λ is given by Enλ .
Recall that Morava K-theory, denoted by Kpn, is an oriented cohomology theory associated to
each prime p and non-negative integer n. The constructions in § 4.1 and 5.2 give an algebra KpnP as
well as its action on quiver varieties. It should be possible to obtain a purely algebraic description
of this algebra along the lines of shuffle formula in § 3, although at the present the formula stated
in § 3 requires the coefficient ring of the formal group law to be a Q-algebra. Let Up(n)
+ be
the subalgebra generated by the constant loops. That is, the subalgebra of KpnP generated by
1kei ∈ KpnGLkei ×Gm(µ
−1
kei
(0)) for all k ∈ N and i ∈ I. We expect the comultiplication on the shuffle
algebra constructed in [YZ16b] has a geometric description, hence is well-defined on Up(n)
+, the
Drinfeld double of which is denoted by Up(n) := D(
KpnUp(n)
+).
Note that at present the construction of finite quantum group of Lusztig [Lus91] using perverse
sheaves has no analogue for Morava K-theory, hence the only available construction is taking the
finite part inside the quantum affine algebra.
Now we provide some evidence that this family of algebras is related to the family proposed by
Lusztig.
(1) For n = 0, the Morava K-theory is the Chow group with rational coefficients. Theorem 8.3
below shows that KpnP ∼= Y +~ (g). In [YZ16b] we further prove that D(
KpnP) ∼= Y~(g). It is
known that the subalgebra of Y~(g) generated by constant loops is the universal enveloping
algebra U(gQ), the characters of absolutely irreducible modules of which are given by E
0
λ.
(2) In Proposition 6.4, we prove that the characters of the absolutely irreducible representations
of Up(n) with highest weight λ stabilize, if p
n is larger than a constant depending on λ.
3The possibility that Lusztig’s reformulated conjecture is related to our construction in Morava K-theory is kindly
suggested to us by David Ben-Zvi and Ivan Mirkovic´.
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(3) In the limit case n = ∞, Kpn is given by the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ/p, the
corresponding cohomology theory is the Chow group with Z-coefficients. Similar construc-
tion as in Theorem 8.3 using Chow group with Z-coefficients in lieu of Q-coefficients gives
a Z-form of U(gQ). An easy calculation shows that this Z-form is the Kostant Z-form,
which by definition is generated by the divided powers of the Chevalley generators. That
is, let 1ei ∈ CHGLei ×Gm(µ
−1
ei (0),Z) be denoted by Ei for i ∈ I, then E
∗k
i = k!1kei where
1kei ∈ CHGLkei ×Gm(µ
−1
kei
(0),Z). In other words, 1kei is the divided power operator E
(k)
i in
the Kostant Z-form. For large enough p, it is reasonable to expect that Up(∞) is isomorphic
to the reduction mod-p of the Kostant Z-form (referred to as the hyperalgebra in literature),
whose characters are known to be the same as those of the algebraic group [Hum76], which
in turn are given by E∞λ according to [Lus15].
(4) For n = 1, the Morava K-theory has an alternative description in terms of the usual K-
theory. According to Grojnowski’s work in progress [Gr94b], KP is expected to be the
positive part of the quantum loop algebra, the subalgebra of which generated by constant
loops is a Z-form of the finite quantum group Uq(gQ). Similar to (3) above, for suitable
choice of 1-dimensional subgroup of GLv × Gm, this integral form has q-divided powers.
Specializing q of this Z-form at a pth root of unity, the irreducible modules would have the
same character as given by the formula E1λ. However, to obtain the first Morava K-theory
from the usual K-theory, instead of specializing q at a pth root of unity, one needs to take
the invariant of the K-theory spectrum under the action of the group of (p− 1)-th roots of
unity µp−1 via Adams operations. The precise relation between these two manipulations is
unknown to us at present.
We expect the irreducible representation of Up(n) over Fp with highest weight λ factors through
the convolution algebra of fixed points Kpn(Z(w)
G), where Z(w) is the Hecke correspondence in
quiver variety for w ∈ NI depending only on λ, and G ⊆ GLw×Gm.
Proposition 6.4. 4 Let X be a smooth quasi-projective variety with Z ⊆ X × X a convolution
subvariety. If pn − 1 > 4 dimX + 1, then the convolution algebra Kpn(Z) is isomorphic to the
convolution algebra CH(Z,Z/p) ⊗Z/p Z/p[v
±].
To prove this proposition, we will use the slice spectral sequence [Voev02] which we now recall.
Let Kpn be the motivic P
1-spectrum representing Kpn. That is, there is a bi-graded oriented co-
homology theory
⊕
s,m∈ZKpn
s,m(A) for any P1-spectrum A with Kpn
s,m(A) = Hs−m(A,Kpn(m)),
where (m) is smashing with Gm
∧m. Restricting to the case when A is a smooth variety and s = 2m
part gives the oriented cohomology Kpn
∗(A) =
⊕
m∈ZKpn
2m,m(A). The oriented Borel-Moore
homology theory Kpn(A) for not necessarily smooth variety A is obtained as in [Lev15, § 4]. Recall
that the coefficient ring of Kpn is Z/p[v
±] with v in degree pn − 1. Hence, the slices of Kpn are:
(15) sq(Kpn) =
{
Σ
l(pn−1)
P1
HZ/p⊗ (vl · Z/p), if q = l(pn − 1) for some l ∈ Z ;
zero otherwise.
Below we denote sq(Kpn) simply by sq. The slice spectral sequence for any P
1-spectrum A and
weight N ∈ Z has
Eh,q2 = H
h−q(A, s−q(N − q))⇒ Kpn
h+q,N(A),
with the r-th differential
(16) dh,q,Nr : E
h,q
r → E
h+r,q−r+1
r
4The proof presented here was suggested to us by Marc Levine.
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for r ≥ 2. The source is a subquotient of Hh−q(A, s−q(N − q)) and the target is a subquotient of
Hh−q+2r−1(A, s−q+r−1(N − q + r − 1)). Recall the following result on higher Chow groups which
can be found in [MVW, Vanishing Theorem 3.6 and 19.3].
Theorem 6.5. The higher Chow group CHm,i(A,Z/p) ∼= H2m−i(A,HZ/p(m)) vanishes, when
m > dimA+ i or i < 0.
Assuming for the moment A is smooth, we are primarily interested in Kpn
s,m(A) in the case
when s = 2m, 2m− 1.
Lemma 6.6. Assume A is a smooth quasi-projective variety with dimA < pn − 2. Then,
(1) d2m−q,q,mr = 0, and d
2m−q−1,q,m
r = 0; In particular,
Kpn
2m,m(A) ∼= vl CHm−l(p
n−1)(A,Z/p),
where l ∈ Z is the unique integer so that 0 ≤ m − l(pn − 1) ≤ dimA < pn − 1 if there is,
and zero otherwise.
(2) Similarly, d2m−1−q,q,mr = 0, and d
2m−q−2,q,m
r = 0; In particular,
Kpn
2m−1,m(A) ∼= vl CHm−l(p
n−1),1(A,Z/p),
where l ∈ Z is the unique integer so that 0 ≤ m− l(pn − 1) ≤ dimA + 1 < pn − 1 if there
is, and zero otherwise.
Proof. In (16), taking N = m and h+ q = 2m, the target of the differential dh,q,Nr is a subquotient
of Hh−q+2r−1(A, s−q+r−1(N − q + r − 1)), which is in homological degree 2(m − q + r − 1) + 1,
which is one more than twice the weight m− q+ r− 1, hence vanishes by Theorem 6.5. Therefore,
d2m−q,q,mr = 0, i.e., there is no differential from the part converging to Kpn
2m,m(Z).
Now in (16), taking N = m and h+ q+1 = 2m, the slices (15) are non-trivial only if q− r+1 =
l(pn − 1) for some l and q = l′(pn − 1) for some l′, in which case
Hh−q+2r−1(A, s−q+r−1(N−q+r−1)) = H
2(m−l(pn−1))(A,HZ/p(m−l(pn−1))) ∼= CHm−l(p
n−1)(A,Z/p)
and Hh−q(A, s−q(N − q)) ∼= CH
m−l′(pn−1),1(A,Z/p), a higher Chow group. By Theorem 6.5, these
two Chow groups vanish unless 0 ≤ m − l(pn − 1) ≤ dimA < pn − 1 and 0 ≤ m − l′(pn − 1) ≤
dimA + 1 < pn − 1, which forces l = l′. This contradicts with the fact that r ≥ 2. Therefore,
d2m−q−1,q,mr = 0, i.e., there is no differential to the part converging to Kpn
2m,m(A). Now we have
shown (1).
The same argument with vanishing of the first and second higher Chow groups yields the van-
ishing of differentials to or from the part converging to Kpn
2m−1,m(A). 
The following is a corollary to Lemma 6.6.
Lemma 6.7. Assume A is a quasi-projective variety, not necessarily smooth, embedded into a
smooth variety M . If dimM < pn − 2, then Lemma 6.6(1) holds for A.
Proof. As A naturally embeds into a smooth variety M with open complement U , we have the
localization exact sequence
· · · → H2m−1(U,HZ/p(m))→ H2m(M/U,HZ/p(m))→ H2m(M,HZ/p(m))→ · · · .
Lemma 6.6 applied toM and U implies the vanishing of all possible differentials in the slice spectral
sequence converging to Kpn
2m,m(M/U), which, by definition, is the Borel-Moore homology Kpn
applied to A ([Lev15, § 4]). This proves Lemma 6.6(1) for A in this case. 
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Proof of Proposition 6.4. Note that Z ⊆ X×X and dim(X×X) < pn−2. Hence Lemma 6.7 implies
Kpn(Z) ∼= CH(Z,Z/p)[v
±] as abelian groups. Let W = p−112 Z ∩ p
−1
23 Z ⊆ X
3, then Z × Z ⊆ X4
and W ⊂ X3 both satisfy conditions in Lemma 6.7, hence Kpn(Z ×Z) ∼= CH(Z ×Z,Z/p)[v
±] and
Kpn(W ) ∼= CH(W,Z/p)[v
±], which is compatible with restriction with support.
It suffices to show that the push-forwardKpn(W )→ Kpn(Z) is compatible with the push-forward
CH(W,Z/p)[v±] → CH(Z,Z/p)[v±] under the isomorphisms above. This can be proven through
the degree formula [LM07, Theorem 4.4.7]. Any homogeneous element γ ∈ Kpn(W ) is a Chow
cycle shifted by a power of v, according to Lemma 6.7. Without loss of generality, we may assume
γ is a Chow cycle of degree-m. Hence γ lies in Ω(W )⊗LazZ/p[v] ⊆ Ω(W )⊗LazZ/p[v
±] ∼= Kpn(W ).
Choosing any pre-image γ˜ in Ω(W ), [LM07, Theorem 4.4.7] yields that γ˜ =
∑m
i=0 aiγi where
ai ∈ Lazi and γi are cobordism cycles on W which are birational to their images in W . In
particular, dim γi ≤ dimW < 4 dimX < p
n − 1. In particular, the image of ai in Z/p[v] is zero
unless i = 0, and a0γ0 is the Chow cycle corresponding to γ in the following diagram
Ω(W ) //
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
Kpn(W )

CH(W,Z/p)
with the vertical map being an isomorphism in degree-m piece by Lemma 6.7. As this diagram is
compatible with pushing-forward to Z in the three homology theories involved, we are done. 
As the characters of the irreducible modules of Up(0) are given by E
0
λ and those of Up(∞) are
given by E∞λ , it is natural to expect that those of Up(n) would be be given by E
n
λ . However, the
cases n = 0 and n = ∞ studied in the present paper does not provide an indication of the right
specialization of the loop and quantization parameters in order to get Enλ . Further investigations on
the irreducible representations of this family of algebras will be carried out in future publications.
7. Yangians and shuffle algebras
From this point on we have several miscellaneous sections. For any quiver Q without edge-loops,
and A is the Chow group with Q-coefficients, in this section, we show there is a map from the
Yangian to the (twisted) shuffle algebra. This map will be further studied in § 8.
Throughout this section, we assume the quiver Q has no edge-loops. We assume the T -action
has the same weights as in Remark 3.2.
7.1. The Yangian. Let gQ be the symmetric Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated to the quiver Q.
The Cartan matrix of gQ is C + C = (ckl)k,l∈I , which is a symmetric matrix. Recall that the
Yangian of gQ, denoted by Y~(gQ), is an associative algebra over Q[~], generated by the variables
x±k,r, hk,r, (k ∈ I, r ∈ N),
subject to certain relations. Let Y +~ (gQ) be the algebra generated by the elements x
+
k,r, for k ∈
I, r ∈ N. Define the generating series x+k (u) ∈ Y
+
~ (gQ)[[u
−1]] by x+k (u) = ~
∑
r≥0 x
+
k,ru
−r−1. The
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following is a complete set of relations defining Y +~ (gQ):
(u− v −
~ckl
2
)x+k (u)x
+
l (v) = (u− v +
~ckl
2
)x+l (v)x
+
k (u)(Y1)
+ ~
(
[x+k,0, x
+
l (v)]− [x
+
k (u), x
+
l,0]
)
, for any k, l ∈ I.∑
σ∈S1−ckl
[x+k (uσ(1)), [x
+
k (uσ(2)), [· · · , [x
+
k (uσ(1−ckl)), x
+
l (v)] · · · ]]] = 0, for k 6= l ∈ I.(Y2)
7.2. The map from Yangian to the shuffle algebra. In this subsection, we assume (R,F ) is
the additive formal group law. We prove the following.
Theorem 7.1. Let (R,F ) be the additive formal group law. Let Q be any quiver without edge
loops. The assignment
Y +~ (gQ) ∋ x
+
k,r 7→ (λ
(k))r ∈ SHek = R[t1, t2][λ
(k)]
extends to a well-defined algebra homomorphism Y +~ (gQ)→ S˜H|t1=t2=~.
Here recall that S˜H is the shuffle algebra twisted by a sign coming from the Euler-Ringel form
(see § 5.6). In order to prove Theorem 7.1, we need to verify the relations (Y1) and (Y2) in the
algebra S˜H. It will take the rest of § 7.2.
For simplicity, we write the multiplication in S˜H as ∗.
7.2.1. The quadratic relation (Y1). We now check the relation (Y1) in the shuffle algebra. We have
x+k (u) 7→ ~
∑
r≥0
(λ(k))ru−r−1 =
~
u− λ(k)
,
where the equality is understood in the usual sense. To check the quadratic relation (Y1), it suffices
to show
(u− v −
~ckl
2
)
~
u− λ(k)
∗
~
v − λ(l)
− (u− v +
~ckl
2
)
~
v − λ(l)
∗
~
u− λ(k)
(17)
=~
(
1(k) ∗
~
v − λ(l)
−
~
v − λ(l)
∗ 1(k) −
~
u− λ(k)
∗ 1(l) + 1(l) ∗
~
u− λ(k)
)
.
We first consider the case when k 6= l. We first spell out the formula of the multiplication
S˜Hek ⊗ S˜Hel → S˜Hek+el as a map R[~][λ
(k)] ⊗ R[~][λ(l)] → R[~][λ(k), λ(l)]. Plugging-in v1 = ek,
and v2 = el to (2), we have fac1 = 1. For simplicity, we write a = −ckl, the number of arrows from
the vertex k to the vertex l. Let S be the set of integers {a, a−2, a−4, . . . ,−a+4,−a+2}. By the
running assumption of this section, the 2-dimensional torus T acts on T ∗Rep(Q, v) as in Remark
3.2; in particular, the set S is the set of weights of T -action on arrows from the vertex k to the
vertex l. Plugging the weights into (3), we have fac2 =
∏
m∈S(λ
(l) − λ(k) +m~2). Therefore, by the
shuffle formula (4), the Hall multiplication, taken into account of the sign twist of § 5.6, is given by
(λ(k))p ∗ (λ(l))q = −(λ(k))p(λ(l))q
∏
m∈S
(λ(l) − λ(k) +m
~
2
).
Similarly, the multiplication S˜Hel ⊗ S˜Hek → S˜Hek+el is given by
(λ(l))p ∗ (λ(k))q =(−1)a+1(λ(l))p(λ(k))q
∏
m∈S
(λ(k) − λ(l) +m
~
2
) = −(λ(l))p(λ(k))q
∏
m∈S
(λ(l) − λ(k) −m
~
2
).
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Plugging into equation (17), (Y1) becomes the following identity
(u− v −
~ckl
2
)
~
u− λ(k)
~
v − λ(l)
∏
m∈S
(λ(l) − λ(k) +m
~
2
)
−(u− v +
~ckl
2
)
~
v − λ(l)
~
u− λ(k)
∏
m∈S
(λ(l) − λ(k) −m
~
2
)
=~
( ~
v − λ(l)
∏
m∈S
(λ(l) − λ(k) +m
~
2
)−
~
v − λ(l)
∏
m∈S
(λ(l) − λ(k) −m
~
2
)(18)
−
~
u− λ(k)
∏
m∈S
(λ(l) − λ(k) +m
~
2
) +
~
u− λ(k)
∏
m∈S
(λ(l) − λ(k) −m
~
2
)
)
.
Canceling the common factor∏
m∈S′
(λ(l) − λ(k) +m
~
2
), where S′ = {a− 2, a− 4, . . . ,−a+ 2},
the equality (18) becomes
(u− v +
~a
2
)
λ(l) − λ(k) + a~2
(u− λ(k))(v − λ(l))
− (u− v −
~a
2
)
λ(l) − λ(k) − a~2
(v − λ(l))(u− λ(k))
= a~
( 1
v − λ(l)
−
1
u− λ(k)
)
.
Both sides of the above identity are equal to a~ u−v+λ
(l)−λ(k)
(u−λ(k))(v−λ(l))
. This shows the relation (Y1) for
the case when k 6= l.
We now check the relation (Y1) when k = l. A similar calculation using the shuffle formula (4)
shows that equation (17) becomes the following identity in S˜H2ek = R[~][λ1, λ2]
(u− v − ~)
∑
σ∈S2
σ
( ~
u− λ1
~
v − λ2
λ1 − λ2 + ~
λ2 − λ1
)
− (u− v + ~)
∑
σ∈S2
σ
( ~
v − λ1
~
u− λ2
λ1 − λ2 + ~
λ2 − λ1
)
= ~
∑
σ∈S2
σ
(( ~
v − λ2
−
~
v − λ1
−
~
u− λ1
+
~
u− λ2
)λ1 − λ2 + ~
λ2 − λ1
)
.
It is straightforward to show that both sides of the above identity can be simplified to
2~3
λ2 − λ1
( 1
v − λ2
−
1
v − λ1
−
1
u− λ1
+
1
u− λ2
)
.
This completes the proof of relation (Y1) for k = l.
7.2.2. The Serre relation (Y2). An argument similar to [Nak01, § 10.4] shows that to check the
relation (Y2), it suffices to check:
(Y2′)
1−ckl∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
1− ckl
p
)
x∗pk,0 ∗ xl,0 ∗ x
∗(1−ckl−p)
k,0 = 0,
where x∗n = x ∗ x ∗ · · · ∗ x, the shuffle product of n-copies of x. We use the shuffle formula (4) to
check the Serre relation (Y2′).
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For any i, j, let λi,j = λi − λj . By the shuffle formula (4), we have the recurrence relation
(xk,0)
∗n+1 = (−1)n+1
∑
σ∈Sh(n,1)
σ
(
(xk,0)
∗n
n∏
i=1
λ
(k)
i,n+1 + ~
λ
(k)
n+1,i
)
.
Therefore, inductively, we get a formula of (xk,0)
∗n:
(xk,0)
∗n =(−1)
n(n+1)
2
−1
∑
σ∈Sn
σ
(
λ
(k)
12 + ~
λ
(k)
21
·
λ
(k)
13 + ~
λ
(k)
31
· · ·
λ
(k)
n−1,n + ~
λ
(k)
n,n−1
)
.(19)
Note that k 6= l. By the shuffle formula (4), the multiplication S˜Hnek ⊗ S˜Hel → S˜Hnek+el is
given by
(xk,0)
∗n ∗ xl,0 = −(xk,0)
∗n
n∏
i=1
∏
m∈S
(λ(l) − λ
(k)
i +m
~
2
),(20)
where S = {a, a− 2, a− 4, . . . ,−a+ 4,−a+ 2}.
For the multiplication S˜Hpek+el ⊗ S˜Hqek → S˜Hel+(p+q)ek , considered as a map
R[t1, t2][λ
(k)
1 , · · · , λ
(k)
p , λ
(l)
1 ]⊗R[t1, t2][λ
(k)
p+1, · · · , λ
(k)
p+q]→ R[t1, t2][λ
(k)
1 , · · · , λ
(k)
p+q, λ
(l)
1 ],
we have
((xk,0)
∗p ∗ xl,0) ∗ (xk,0)
∗q = (−1)pq+qa+1
∑
σ∈Sh(p,q)
σ
(
(xk,0)
∗p ∗ xl,0 · (xk,0)
∗q·
·
p∏
s=1
p+q∏
t=p+1
λ
(k)
s − λ
(k)
t + ~
λ
(k)
t − λ
(k)
s
·
p+q∏
t=p+1
∏
m∈S
(λ
(k)
t − λ
(l) +m
~
2
)
)
.(21)
Plugging the formulas of (19) (20) into (21) with q = a+ 1− p, we get
x∗pk,0 ∗ xl,0 ∗ x
∗(a+1−p)
k,0 = (−1)
(a+1)(a+2)
2
∑
π∈Sh(p,a+1−p)
π
(( ∑
σ∈Sp
σ ·
∏
1≤i<j≤p
λ
(k)
i,j + ~
λ
(k)
j,i
)
·
( ∑
σ∈Sa+1−p
σ ·
∏
{p+1≤i<j≤a+1}
λ
(k)
i,j + ~
λ
(k)
j,i
)( p∏
s=1
a+1∏
t=p+1
λ
(k)
s,t + ~
λ
(k)
t,s
)
·
∏
m∈S
( p∏
i=1
(λ
(k)
i − λ
(l) −m
~
2
)
a+1∏
t=p+1
(λ
(k)
t − λ
(l) +m
~
2
)
))
.
Re-arranging the above summation, we have:
a+1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
a+ 1
p
)
x∗pk,0 ∗ xl,0∗x
∗(a+1−p)
k,0 =
a+1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
a+ 1
p
) ∑
σ∈Sa+1
( ∏
1≤i<j≤a+1
λ
(k)
σ(i),σ(j) + ~
λ
(k)
σ(j),σ(i)
·
·
∏
m∈S
( p∏
i=1
(λ
(k)
σ(i) − λ
(l) −m
~
2
)
a+1∏
t=p+1
(λ
(k)
σ(t) − λ
(l) +m
~
2
)
))
.
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Note that the factor∏
m∈S′
( p∏
i=1
(λ
(k)
σ(i) − λ
(l) −m
~
2
)
a+1∏
t=p+1
(λ
(k)
σ(t) − λ
(l) +m
~
2
)
)
=
∏
m∈S′
a+1∏
i=1
(λ
(k)
i − λ
(l) −m
~
2
),
is independent of σ ∈ Sa+1, hence a common factor. Here again S
′ = {a − 2, a − 4, . . . ,−a + 2}.
Let λ
′(k)
i = λ
(k)
i − λ
(l). After canceling the above common factor, to show the Serre relation (Y2′),
it suffices to show
a+1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
a+ 1
p
) ∑
σ∈Sa+1
σ
 p∏
s=1
(λ(k)s −
a~
2
)
a+1∏
t=p+1
(λ
(k)
t +
a~
2
)
∏
1≤i<j≤a+1
λ
(k)
i,j + ~
λ
(k)
j,i
 = 0.(22)
The identity (22) is proved in Appendix, Corollary A.2. As a consequence, the map Y +~ (g) →
S˜H|t1=t2=~ respects the Serre relation (Y2).
In Theorem A.1, we have a more general identity of symmetric functions, which deforms the
identify (22). It might be interesting on its own rights. Therefore, we prove it in Appendix A and
deduce (22) from it.
8. Comparison with Yangian actions on quiver varieties
In this section, we show that the (twisted) spherical subalgebra Ps,e of preprojective CoHA
defined in § 4 specializes to the Borel of the Yangian when A is the intersection theory. Again we
assume Q is a quiver without edge-loops, and the T -action has the same weights as in Remark 3.2.
Now we take the oriented Borel-Moore homology theory to be the intersection theory CH.
Recall that Varagnolo in [Va00] constructed representations of the Yangians using quiver vari-
ety. It is proved that, for each w ∈ NI , there is an algebra homomorphism aY : Y~(g) →
End(CHGw×Gm(M(w))). The action of generator x
+
k,r is given by
x+k,r 7→
∑
v2
(−1)(ek ,Cv2)∆+∗ (c1(Lk))
r ∈ CHGw×T (Z(w))→ End(M(w)),
where
∆+ : C+k (v2, w) →֒ Z(v2 − ek, v2, w)
is the natural embedding of the irreducible component.
Observe that according to the projection formula and (14), we have aY (x+k,r) = a˜
(
(z(k))l
)
∈
End(M(w)).
Assume the quiver Q is ADE type. For w ∈ NI , we call the action map Y~(g) → End(M(w))
aYw to emphasize the dependence on w.
Lemma 8.1. 5 With notations as above, we have
⋂
w ker(a
Y
w) = 0.
Proof. In [Nak13], Nakajima proved that for any w1, w2 ∈ N
I , the kernel of the map Y~(g) →
End(M(w1) ⊗M(w2)) is contained in the kernel of a
Y
w′ for some w
′ ∈ NI . Therefore, the ideal⋂
w ker(a
Y
w) is a Q[~]-flat Hopf ideal in Y~(g). By [GTL13, Proposition A.8], if Q is of finite Dynkin
type, there is no non-trivial such ideal in Y~(g). Therefore,
⋂
w ker(a
Y
w) = 0. 
The following is a direct consequence of Lemma 8.1.
5We thank Sachin Gautam for explaining to us the proof of [GTL13, Proposition A.8].
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Corollary 8.2. Assume Q is a quiver of ADE type. The assignment (z(k))l 7→ x+k,l, t1, t2 7→ ~/2
extends to a well-defined surjective algebra homomorphism Υ : CHP˜s ։ Y +~ (g). Moreover, the
following diagram commutes
CHP˜s
a˜ //
Υ

End(CHGw×Gm(M(w)))
Y +~ (g)
  // Y~(g).
aY
OO
For an ADE type quiver Q, summarizing Lemma 5.15, Theorem 7.1, and Corollary 8.2, we have
a commutative diagram of algebras
CHP˜s
Υ
// S˜H|t1=t2=~/2
Y +~ (g)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
For any x ∈CH P˜s|t1=t2=~/2 such that Υ(x) = 0, then x lies in the kernel of the map
CHP˜s|t1=t2=~/2 →
S˜H
s
|t1=t2=~/2. We know this map is an isomorphism after localization in the sense of Remark 4.4.
Therefore, x is a torsion element in CHP˜s|t1=t2=~/2.
Define CHP˜s to be the quotient of CHP˜s|t1=t2=~/2 by the torsion part in the same sense as in
Remark 4.4.
Theorem 8.3. Assume Q is a quiver of ADE type. We have the following isomorphism
Υ−1 : Y +~ (g)
∼= CHP˜s,
such that the diagram
Y +~ (g)
Υ−1 
  // Y~(g)
aY

CHP˜s
a˜ // End(CHGw×Gm(M(w)))
commutes. Here the action aY is given by Varagnolo in [Va00].
Appendix A. A symmetric polynomial identity
Let S(n, b, ~) ∈ Q[b, ~](λ1, . . . , λn)
Sn be
S(n, b, ~) :=
∑
σ∈Sn
σ ·
(
n∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
n
p
) p∏
i=1
(λi − b~)
n∏
j=p+1
(λj + b~)
∏
1≤i<j≤n
λij + ~
λji
)
.
Here λi,j = λi − λj for any i, j.
Theorem A.1. (1) The element S(n, b, ~) lies in Q[b, ~]. In other words, S(n, b, ~) does not
depend on the variables {λi, i = 1, . . . , n}.
(2) We have S(1, b, ~) = 2~b, and the recursive formula of S(n, b, ~)
S(n, b, ~) = S(n− 1, b, ~) ·
(
(−1)n+12~n(b−
n− 1
2
)
)
.
As a direct consequence, we get the following.
Corollary A.2. When b = n−12 , we have S(n,
n−1
2 , ~) = 0. In particular, the identity (22) holds.
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Proof of Theorem A.1. Using the equality:(
n
k
)
=
(
n− 1
k
)
+
(
n− 1
k − 1
)
, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
We have
S(n, b, ~) =
∑
σ∈Sn
σ ·
(
n−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
n− 1
p
) p∏
i=1
(λi − b~)
n−1∏
j=p+1
(λj + b~)(λn + b~)
∏
1≤i<j≤n
λij + ~
λji
)
−
∑
σ∈Sn
σ ·
(
(λ1 − b~)
n−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
n− 1
p
) p+1∏
i=2
(λi − b~)
n∏
j=p+2
(λj + b~)
∏
1≤i<j≤n
λij + ~
λji
)
=
∑
σ∈Sh([1,n−1],n)
σ ·
(
S(n− 1, b, ~)(λn + b~)
∏
1≤i≤n−1
λin + ~
λni
)
−
∑
σ∈Sh(1,[2,n])
σ ·
(
S(n− 1, b, ~)(λ1 − b~)
∏
2≤j≤n
λ1j + ~
λj1
)
=S(n− 1, b, ~)
 n∑
j=1
(
(λj + b~)
∏
{i:1≤i≤n,i 6=j}
λij + ~
λji
)
−
n∑
j=1
(
(λj − b~)
∏
{i:1≤i≤n,i 6=j}
λji + ~
λij
) .
(23)
Here the last equality follows from the induction hypothesis that S(n − 1, b, ~) only depends on
n− 1, b and ~.
It remains to compute the right hand side of (23). Define F (t, b, ~) := 1
~
(t + b~)
∏n
i=1
λi−t+~
t−λi
.
The function F (t, b, ~) has only simple poles at t = λj , for j = 1, . . . , n, and
n∑
j=1
Rest=λj F (t, b, ~) =
n∑
j=1
(
(λj + b~)
∏
{i:1≤i≤n,i 6=j}
λij + ~
λji
)
.
By the residue theorem,
∑n
j=1Rest=λj F (t, b, ~) is equal to
−Rest=∞ F (t, b, ~) =− Rest=∞
1
~
(t+ b~)
n∏
i=1
(−1 +
~
t− λi
) = −(−1)n
(
nb~+
n∑
i=1
λi − ~
(
n
2
))
.
Therefore
(24)
n∑
j=1
(
(λj + b~)
∏
{i:1≤i≤n,i 6=j}
λij + ~
λji
)
= −(−1)n
(
nb~+
n∑
i=1
λi − ~
(
n
2
))
.
Similarly, we also have
(25)
n∑
j=1
(
(λj − b~)
∏
{i:1≤i≤n,i 6=j}
λji + ~
λij
)
= −(−1)n
(
− nb~+
n∑
i=1
λi + ~
(
n
2
))
.
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Plugging the equalities (24) and (25) into (23), we get:
S(n, b, ~) =S(n− 1, b, ~)
(
− (−1)n
(
nb~+
n∑
i=1
λi − ~
(
n
2
))
+ (−1)n
(
− nb~+
n∑
i=1
λi + ~
(
n
2
)))
=S(n− 1, b, ~)(−1)n+12~n(b−
n− 1
2
).
This completes the proof. 
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